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ABSTRACT I 
~ 
Tbe moral ton~· of Shake~peare's Coriolanus ·is dis-
turbingly ambivalent. At one and· the same ti me in numerous 
. 0 
.. , ..... ·,. ··. ··.·; -,-:. ..• ,:..; _•.:;·~,.-.. · .··.•. ;.- .. ,.-' ·•· .. ::. ' 
scenis and incidents Shakespeare presents dual opposing 
•, . 
impressions of the protagonist and bis society. On one 
level Rome, Coriolanus, and the mother-son relations-hip 
are portrayed bonorifically, while on a second level these J .. ,. . ..- ),, 
r 
elements are. pictured pejoratively. Shakespeare• s simul-
taneous presentation of the predominant impression and the 
less apparent contradictory impression can be traced from 
·- ······ · · the very first ~cene through to the play' s closing lines. 
The predominant.impression of Rome is that of a 
splendid and renowned city. But the city, wbicn at first 
' 
appears grand, is shown through relentlessly pursued subtle 
impressions -to be a sick society, corrupted by self-inter-
est among its parties and given to deceit and dishonesty. 
The first impression of Coriolanus is that be domi-
• 
nates the p-lebeians, leads the nobility, , and conquers · 
C. 
Rome's foreign enemies. But Shakespeare makes it evident 
through hints that Coriolanus is not the master of tbe 
people, that he does not have the unquestioning ··allegiance 
of the aristocracy, and that hi' victory o.ver his country's 
I foes is only temporary. 
-;, 
~t~ 
'''"' --·------·-------· ----·--·----·----·--·---·-···--··-··---····-····. 
,. 
The predominant impression of the mother-son relation-
ship suggests that VoluIIJI\1a .is the proud widowed io,(tler 
., 
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who raised her noble and valiant. son to be a credit· to 
Rome and to her, and th9t she taught.him to value the sta-
'j:f 
;~ tion to which he was born and to put honor and integrity ;(j 
2 
1 . 
t;'_1 _ . _ .. , . .-.... , .... -.·~··-·~ , .. •, .,,,· .. /·,··· .,_,_,.1.:_., .. ,. •.. ,, •·•·, ..... ·_, ___ ,,,, .. ·., .. ·.·._·,-·.,,.;ft.,•. ,'w •....• ·.• .•··.• ., ••• , ... ,,,_ ... , ,. :•ic·.:: .. •,;·.·o•:.•·\,.::• ••.:.'"·:.• ... ·.•.J•:·,·.".·.1·: .. ,·.i··;:·,_c•.,.' · ,~, •, , • - I t:,.J; -·~o...:,~'\..•.L•.-1•_~,..!!'l>!f~<t.!;X.~.£.'r;l.'AWl.~\ln'!~'!..."t:J,1~~="-~-w.!..(u.;'-'.~"'I..I. 
r---~:---~----"'-.. ··-rrrst. B~t the less apparent impression of the relation-
l1 
:q . 
,/.1 
ship implies that an abnormal bond exists between the 
pair. Shakespeare iµdicates that Volumnia has taught her 
-
son to glory in violence and to despise the commoners. 
By tbe end or the drama the audi~nce bas gathered the \ . . . 
·impression that Coriolanus is not the independent man he 
thinks himself to be,. but a boy unnaturally dependent on 
his mothe·r. 
There emerges, then, the subtle impression tbat 
Coriolanus and Rome are victims. Volumnia and her peers, 
the tribunes, and Aufidius work their selfish wills upon 
the protagonist and his country. Tbe warrior, who·at 
rirst appears as a doer and mover, is seen to be a weak-
ling, intimidated and manipulated. Rome, which at ~irst 
seems the foremost city of the world, inhabited by dis-
tinguished citizens, is seen to be a deeply flawed society. 
Thus, Coriolanus and Rome appear ambiv.-alently noble and 
Lbase, exalted and belittled. 
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' CHAPTER I 
_ One unique feature of Shakespeare's Coriolanus is the 
support the text gives to widely differing viewpoints. 
i--,,. """"'"""".NU.....v'.iW~rr.-.. 1::~~~~.i/l.•~r;-.A,'\l,,IJ,J.-.•.,i.;,..-.-;• •.r_r,•,•t:·.;.:.: .• •·_•.·••·,·;. 
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Indeed, the play has a disturbing ambivalent quality. The 
re•son :for this is, I believe, the two types of impressions 
running through tbe play which derive from the ·varying moral 
• 
tone and atmosphere in nmnerous scenes and incidents. There 
is the predominant, honorific moral tone, and there is a 
le~s apparent, but none the less re~l, clashing pejorative 
tone. Throughout Shakespeare succeeds in maintaining 
' ' .. 
simultaneously two impressions or the Roman world, Corio-
lanus, and_ t-he relationship between Volumnia and her son. 
On one level the dramatist presents positive impressions 
o:f these major elements. However, on a second level he 
conveys negative impressions of Rome, the hero, and the 
mother-son bond. 
The predominant impression of Rome is that or a splen-
did and renowned city. Rome appears to be tbeforemost 
' . 
capital of the world. Its well-being and destiny are the 
undisguised main issue of the a(ction. A concern for the 
state's defense from foreign enemies and its domestic 
tranquility is inherent in all that happens. Its citi.zens,. 
f!'..Q:f!l ~b.e ~pparently -princely Coriolanus through the im-
.. 
- ··---· .. -----· .... -.~--·- ...
................... ,. ,.. . ...... ,, 
-
. -
perious Volumnia to the audaci'·ous tribunes, strike , the 
, ,, audience as distinguished characters. However, under-~ 
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\ cutting this grand image is the subtle impression that 
·_.\ 
Rome is a sick society, corrupt8d by self-interest among 
its parties and giv-en to deceit and dishonesty. Corio-
lanu S, Wb() ... a.t .... f.i~"§.~t __ .. Se.ems .to .... b.e.,"a ·,:&UpePinan ,ofl··""·t·b·&· .. ··-batt·le·-u·-~-~,=----~~-"'~"'~·-· .. ~~, ....... . .. ·u,~~~~·•··=•=====omw.,u·,··mn:·~- .. ,. ... ,w=·n~··=···, .. ,.~.,~,.~--··h''-·•···'·''··•·-'·"·''·•-•·.u,,,,. .. ,., .. ,,.. , .. • · ··· ''· ·· ·" · _ 
rield and a stalwart aristocrat at home, upon closer 
:I L 
1 . . 
tj examination turns out to be an insentient_ b'lltch1::1r and a ______ :_~---------- --t1 -- ·--·----·----------c-:·.-.:. ----------·---···-- -- -- - . --- ...... ----- ----ll , compulsiv-e antagonist of the plebeialls. What at .first 
seems to be respect and esteem by Marcius for Volumnia is 
subtly shown to be unnatural dependence by the son on the 
mother. 
., 
-·' ' ..... -• - . --- ,•. - ...... . . . . . ···-··,-· .. ,. __ _. .... ,.~--- :-~-· ··-'···-·=" _ .... _ . 
b When the fate of the protagonis_t at tbe bands of bis -· "' - - - -
~.. . .. . ' .. 
.l 
mothezr, bis society, and his enemy Aufidius is understood, 
it becomes ev-ident that he is the victim of these three 
forces. The first impression that Coriolanus dominates 
the people, leads the nobility, and frustrates the foe is 
reversed by the less apparent impression that Rome, 
Volumnia with the consent of her peers, and Aufidius use 
Coriolanus and sacrifice him. 
With consummate skill Shakespeare develops these dual 
impressions within the framework of the plot, as a study 
of the playwright's ambiv-alent description of Roman life 
demonstrates. The play presents two diametrically opposed ~-- . 
views of the Roman world and this dichotomy is reflected 
........ _. _______________ _ 
------------=-·---in the crlticism of Coriolanus. one group of critics con-
tends that Shakespeare presents an honorific picture of 
Rame. Another group argues that Rome is presented · 
\ 
. , ' 
:a. . 
.. 
. . 
,'' ,, ' ',,· .. ,0:::~,..-.... ~--·--.. ,..,..---·-·--·~·-·.---···-···_._:· - ....... ··:··-. .--.. --. ,, - ........ __..' ---- '',. '·. ·, ·----.--·-- --. . '.' ', ·. ,· __, - - ------- . - -
/ 5 
i. 
\ 
~- .. 
\ pejoratively. Representative of the first·v1ew is M. W. 
Maccallum, who says that the Roman world in tbe play bas ~ . 
. l 
"the majesty and omnipotence 0£ the Eternal City." Robert 
·• .. 1..:.::1:.:~:: .. ::.· __ ·-~ ,.c,_..,.,.,·.•.:•,_·.,:c. - •.. ··-- -· _•.:,<:•· •• J __ ......:.";. ••• .1---:J..:..;....::7:.,.'~'.!.~-..r..!.::;..:.~~~--·••••=.,..!:.'.l.!~1i:::.:~,·.•!:.•_•:_·,~--~· J,c~cc,-,,,.~ .. ·s·~-.u,.~m·~==-=~·~==---"~'~·B·~;~--r1·e"i"lnfat1;"'·re"t>re·s·en·t·atl've'·oi'···th .. e·······s·e~·~n·a idea, wri te·s, 
,. 
·--- -~ .... ~---·-t \ ·- ... 
·"the play verges oddly toward a cynical picture of a tricky_ 
.. ------·· - 2 
world. 11 These .two points of view come together in the 
~-
critic ism of Una Ellis-Fermor.. She maintain·s that the two -
_images of Rome--tbe base and the noble--operate in the 
play at tbe same time. 3 While I disagree with many of the 
opinions of Miss Ellis-Fermor on Coriolanus, I applaud h·er 
........ -~~·--·--·-"'' .. !". 
-· 
'. -·- •• : •• a ••• ·'--~"···-··-· • efforts to balance tbe contradictory impressions arising 
I 
-
.. \ 
from the text. 
To begin to interpret tbe play it is important to 
understand Shakespeare's juxtaposing the two images of 
Rome, because against this background the story of the 
protagonist unfolds. 
dramatic environment. 
It is necessary to see him in his 
"' l"·t· 
', ' 
The predominant impression of Rome is positive. G. 
Wilson Knight says "spiritual val~es 11 are "housed in the 
words •Rome' and •Roman'; and in Latin place-names."4 
(J 
Donald A. Staurfer and James E. Phillips elaim that ·Rome 
' 5 is the hero or the play. L. c. Knights calls Rome, not 
6 Caius Marcius, the protagonist. These critics are re-
-- -----·-·--
' I . :porting the appar·ent impression of the Roman image in 
the play. 
A briei' review o:f tbe drama verifie·s this reading. 
;. 
.. ·. '!-. ·i .• ~· 
--
·-- ,,_._ - ---- -- -----------·-····- --
. ... 
.. \ 
··-·· ...... ·-··. ---··· 
. ., 
.. r 
I ' 
·, 
... 
. ' 
The idea of' Rome is constantly in tbe foreground, on 
everyone's lips, and assumed in all tb·e ·action. The word· 
nR(?me1t is spokeri··.'a total of eigh·ty-four times, and the 
6-
I 
! 
t 
I' 
1 ..... i I' 
I< 
i: 
' !· 
t . 
'• 
' 
.... .,., .. .,, ., . ._ .• _."··-;'..''.,•.·~-- -·.. , _.,.. , , .. •.•.:·:;,••.•.·:.-... ,•.·.,.C'."':.-,--'•,~•.:,:.:..:a.,..:.,l![Uc:,•~'&II.M.l.rt.-:::.,cn:u:'~~~,~~l~'-'.1'4'C',:.u.,.;,.~.:.:.,.:.·i..·~ 
. ·-·········e·· .. ·=,~~~==i=~=~·==-===~~~-,,-~,-~,,w~o·ra. nR-oman'r 1i~1· ·11t·t-ered ·-· an· a·aa:tti onai twenty-two times. 
~~----··-- ... --··-·--- . 
. •: ., ..... -- . 
Besides, phrases like "the s tJa te," "my country,'' tf ~1.-1-~ 
country," and "our good city" appear at least another 
eighty-four times. 
'• , . 
Menenius, speaking to the rebellious citizeps at the 
outset, invests Rome with a great and unavoidable destiny: 
~ you may as well 
Strike at tbe heaven with your stave·~ 1as lift them 
.. ,,,,,, _____ - .. -····· ---'- ······ ··-·-·. -·· ···- --··-· .... -· - . 
· Against the Roman state, whose course··:ivill on 
The way it takes, cracking ten thousand curbs Of more strong link asunder than can ever 
Appear in your impediment. (I.i.69-74)7 
At the very beginning the audience is impressed with this 
exalted idea of Rome. This idea is continued in Menenius• 
fable of the belly, where Rome is likened to a perfectly 
1 tune tioning organism. 
.:. .. 
On the other hand there is the cumulative effect of 
short phrases and hardly noticed allusions which contribute 
significantly to this image of the city. For instance, 
Volumnia and Valeria add small talk. which makes being a i 
Roman appear something special. Volumnia speaks as if 
Romans by nature of their birth are to know ·no fear 
.. ---------------·-------·------------------.{I.iii. 36-37). {:~. Valeria assumes that with "our Roman power"-· 
-i·., 
.. 
i~ .. 
t~\· 
·~r~: . . 
~:,'_., tr it 
ij(."~ 
:idi : 
. [9.f:.•>_' 
~··~· 
~
~~::. . 
.-;,;: 
:-'.-~ . 
there is n·o doubt of, prevailing over the Volscians (I.iii. 
., ' 
109-ll2). Menenius use~\ approbatory adjectives when be 
' 
. 
' 
" ' 
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·J 
·' .. , 
,, 
~ 
- ·-··· - --·· ·- ..... 
I 
. ·..--. ...... , ~ 
,j{t,::'..··:-.: 
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\·-·.: 
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•· ,j. 
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•. I . I 
'· 
mentions the city. He calls it "great Rome" (III.1.315) 
and "our renowned Rome" (III.1.291). Com1n1us declares 
that the paltering·-between Coriolanus and the- tribunes 
. . 
\ 7~ 
. , ,, .. 1 
,· 
.•, 
·/, 
' ~,' 
·, 
- 1 
.. 
,-c,-,a.,·,~c,,-.o·o,,,u-,.,=-·=~=·"""='~~-.,,.,=-·==-~·--·'~d···o··e-·s-- ,. n··o· t ,,.,·-b"8'C'Olb.8", ·R·ome·,,, .... (· Ir··r··;· .. 1···;· 5'8'')'···;·····-·-~,,,., .. ,,.,,,,,_,.,,c.•.,rn,c.-,,oac"~~'--'·"~"""·'~"''·=''""-·''"·'~''"""=···•·.,m~=,.,,,.,.,,,.,._,,,m,,.,,.•cc•,,,.,a~,,,.,~,-"'"·'~' ... ='~=~"-=~.-r==·=~~==~·''"'"=·==-- ·. 
·-· .. --~-·----·--··- ····-------·---.... -- . ---
Q 
To Cominius there is an ideal Roman mil_i tary pro-
' ' ' 
- -- - .-L.! - -
- --;;:·-~.--.-.-.--,-------,-......--,~----··--·-. -·-· ------- --- ------ -- -:-:-----:,-::- - -------- -- - - -~~ 
cedure to live up to: 
well fought; we are come off 
Like Romans, neither foolish in our stands, 
Nor_ cowardly i~ re~i~~! (I.vi.1-3) 
The military·1 glory of the state has in its tradition the 
• 
defeat of the tyrant Tarquin, and with the overwhelming 
victory against the Volscians evep greater glory accrues 
to the Roman state. And Coriolanus offers a noble prayer 
ror the continued peace and prosperity o~ the city: 
_ the honour'd ~~ds Keep Rome in safety, and the chairs of justice 
Supplied with worthy men! plant love among's1 
Throng our large temples with the shows of peace, 
· And not our streets with war! {IIIeiiio33~37). 
There is also in the play the mystique or the Roman 
consulship--tbe chair from which tbe ruling nation is ~ 
ruled. The play centers around the question of' who is 
worthy to command this position. 'It is the dream of am-
\,' 
b1. tious Volumnia that her son~ attain th is eminence; 1 t is .. 
the goal to which she drives him. Arter she bas seen Cor-
. . 
iolanus earn the greatest of military honors, she knows 
- ' 
-- -- there is only one greater. achievement their world has to 
-
'. , 
offer--tbe consulship: 
f"J·· 
: ,. . :,:~ 
C • 
" ... ~ ··-- .. _;.__ .• . ·--····-··- -------~----
----~-----·--·-· ----
... . ;;,-. .. •. - . :... .-. .c" ; •. -~~- . - -~- ;...--:::+ •• ~ ... 
·r. 
,,.-, 
I have lived 
To see inherited my· very wishes 
And the building off~my fancy: only 
,. 
' ;·· ........ 
There•s one thing· wantings which I doubt not but 
Ou-r Rome t1ill cast on thee (IIoi.215-219) 
. ..... .... . ~- ,;··. . .. .. ~ . : ~ ' . -- . . ..... . "' - . . . 
the possibility evokes. The play pictures this impending 
catast~opbe as the greatest or evils. So great is Rome 
8 
.. ' ::..· 
.(4· 
. 'i. 
' ,},~ 
·.r:r 
,· ;\ 
•', 
,' 
> 
,. 
---------·---- ' ' .-. -,. 
that its destrtt~.~~9P -~o~J.g. Pot gain _Co:rt.ol~:r1µs f~e ~ .. ~--~-........ -... ·--·---·---·-~- -.-------------·-··-······---·- ····•·· - .•...• , .. ... -
. . . 
;j 
' 
... 
i;.,., 
f''tt 
conqueror, but infamy as a barbarian (V.iii.142-148). When 
Rome is spared, its image is magnified by the very ra·ct 
that it endures. 
' b 
Thus, across the text or Coriolanus runs the gloriri-
cation of Rome. 
_Counterpoised to the honorific images of the state 
../ 
is a negative image. Critics have long sensed this 
pejorative image. T. J. B. Spencer writes, 11 Tber_e are 
here a good many indications of Shakespeare's not entirely 
--
s baring that enthusiastic admiration for the antique Romans 
which was characteristic of some Renaissance 11 terature. rr8 
F. N. Lees labels Rome a· 11 sick society," while R. F. H1·11 
calls it "a deeply t'lawed ,eociety."9 This defamatory im-
pression can be tra6ed in large measure to the incidents 
of political intrigue and di_sbonesty among tbe self'-
.--
interested :ractions in· Rome. These incidents accumulate 
as the plot develops., reversing the audience's impression 
of the glories of Rome. Subtly and slowly at first 
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. Shakespeare presents a picture of hate, sel~ishness, and 
~ 
-distrust which by the end of the play becomes a serious 
- -
indictment or political society in Rome and, by ~xtension 
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indictment of politics universally. 
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In the opening scene the oitizens appear on stage in 
a rebellion ostensibly for food. But before many lines 
are spoken 1 t becomes plain that malice_ $ll0 h_ate motiv.ate-----·· .. 
the mob. It appears that much more than simply wanting 
food~ the plebeians are pursuing a course of revenge 
against the patricians generally and Caius Marcius in 
particular. ~ The First Citizen, spokesman for the rebels, 
'may say, "You are all resolved rather to die than famish" 
(I.i.4) and, 11for the gods know I speak this in hunger !'or 
bread, not in thirst :for revenge" (I.i.23), {!but the rebel's 
subs_equent speeches give evidence contrary to the purport 
or these protests. Much of what the First Citizen .says is 
an attack on Coriolanus (which will be answered in kind 
-
when the protagonist r1rst appears on stage). And although 
the Second Citizen is a moderating influence, ~e serves to 
emphasize the malice or the mob. The people charge that 
·Marcius is "a very dog to the commonalty11 (I.i.28), and 
th~ First Citizen adds that for his service to Rome "he 
fY' 
--- . -- pays himself with being proud" (r·.1.33). Then the se·cond 
Citizen tries to check tbis ... tit.tack: "Nay, but speak not 
• . .- ..... , 
'., 
.. 
maliciously" (I.1.35); however, the rebel leader bol·ts on, 
' . 
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not in an appeal for food, but with an attack. on Marcius: 
. I say unto you, what he hath don~ fa- ~-
,·, mously9 he did it to that end: though soft-con-
---- scienced · 
-,--,=~=-·=~=,,-,=--~=-==c,-~,Jt~ iint~f)pi~~;:n:r~0 m~tia!~· ·~rid ·· {~ro~1ia~ii;t;~au~T:0 ~=,=~==~,, 
--,·-· 
,v-;::·:1.· 
which be is, even to ·the altitude of bis virtue. (I.1.37-41) ~ 
.. -- . . : ______ .. --•~•J•:-:,.~-:.;,_ ... =.-:,; ...... ,..;_ •. ___ __;;,_ 
and 
(. 
. I need not be barren of 
accusations; he bath faults, with surplus, .. to tire in 
repetitionG (I.i.44-46) -~-. 
What the First Citizen says may be true, but it is the 111 
will that impresses the audience. And Menenius, just 
entering the stage at this moment, like the Second Citizen, 
points to the venom of these words: ·"Confess yourselves 
I' 
wondrous malicious" (I.i.91) and "you malign our senators" 
(I.1.116).· Later, Sicinius counts on the "ancient malice" 
(II.111.196) that the people bear Marcius to be his undoing 
in the consulship bid. 
Thus at the very outset the audience sees Rome seeth-
ing with bate. Plutarch in bis Lives or the Noble Grecians 
and Romans--Sbakespeare 1 s source for Coriolanus--indicates 
in more than one pass'age that the people bore malice tow~rd 
· 10 
Marcius. But Plutarch shows more interest in the 
, people's political grievances than be doe~ in their malice. 
Sbakespear'e, on the other hand, ign·ores much of the poli-
~-
tics and emphasizes the malevolence among the parties. 
This, of course, can be interpreted as good dramatic sense 
since .conflict is the.basis of drama. But there is more 
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to his source change than th~t. Thematioally the hate 
becomes a symptom of a sick society •. 
11 
· Menenius' cynical manipulation ot' the ci tiZens' t'ai th 
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I - b-elieves, tba t Menenius is "one that bath always loved the 
·• 
ff '' 
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people" (I.i.52-53). 'But Meirenius does not love the 
people., 'although he banters with them and li.stens to their 
complaints. 
... He knows that they are a t'orce to be properly 
" 
manipulated--that is the extent ot' bis love. To th~ir 
faces he calls tbe people rats. He retorts spltet'ully to 
the First Citizen, who boldly challenges the patricians' 
authority. At the same time Menenius infers that the 
.. 
· nobility will not compromise and that :the dispute must 
lead to injury ror one of the ractions: 
. , 
For that, being one 0 1 tbe lowest, basest, poorest, 
Of this most wise rebellion 9 thou go 1 st roremost: 
Thou rascal, that art worst in blood to run, 
L.ead I st first to win some vantage • 
.I 
But make you ready your st·iff bats and clubs: 
Rome and her rats are at the point oi' battle; 
The one side llllst have'bale. (I.i.161-167) 
It is eye-opening to learn that Menenius ,so lightly dis-
franchises the plebeians and demotes them to the status of 
y 
rats. He continues,, in his i'ace- to-face harassment by 
t 
telling the people that they lack discretion and are 
cowardly (I.i.206-207). In private conversation they 
' 
receive the same treatment. 'l'o the tribunes he refers 
/' 
to them as 11beastly11 (II.i.105) and "garlic-eaters" (IV.vi. 
• q 
99). To the senators he talks about the herd (III.ii.3). 
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' ( While these obnoxious names are conventional, tbey·do 
demonstrate that Menenius looks with typically unloving 
' 
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Menenius •. He treats bis soldiers decently in battle and 
calls them "my :friends 11 (I.vi.l), generously promises to 
divide the spoils of wjr with them (I.vi.87-88), and 
'/ 11 
seldom speaks rudely of them. Cominius not only serves 
as a foil to Coriolanus as a type of: general on the bat-
12 tlefield; be also serves as a foil to Menenius as a 
type of patrician in social matters. 
In Plutarc~ Shakespeare found tbe·cli~ that the 
plebeians considered Menenius a friend among the patricians 
(Variorum 624). But when Shakespeare expanded the portr~it 
or the old man he had a reason to give him an aristocratic 
t-... ... 
haughtiness not suggested in Plutarch, while in Cominius 
be drew the picture of what Menenius could have been bad 
"'--
he lived up to bis word.~ Thus, the audience is invited to 
see Menenius as a manipulator. This becomes part of the 
design showing double-dealing in Rome. 
'i ---- - ---·- -- -· -...... -------- - - ---- -. --- ------ - -
To pacify the mutineers Menenius offers a fable to 
illustrate that each group in a society has a function to 
perform in order that the state work properly. Yet, the 
fable gives tbe audience more insight into the nature of 
Roman:relationsbips than the speaker with his deceptivelJ 
" . i J si~ple message intends. Commentators on the play such) as 
' 
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w. I. Carr and D. A. Traversi have not been content to ,: ! 
-· 
accept the surface impression of the fable.·-· They have 
opened their criticism to accept the full and intricate 
0 Ii 
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,I· . 
wo rd ing of tbe parable tends to the transformation of a 
-"'-political common-place, a theoretical vindication of 
natural 1 degre~', into a criticism ••• of Roman society." 
He adds, "tbere is a sense in which the rigure be LMeneniui7 
uses to illustrate bis point turns the argument against his 
own thesis." Menenius propagandizes that the senators--
the good belly--supply the plebeians with all that is good. 
But as Traversi has interpreted, "the parable also reveals 
a patrician caste unreasonably contemptuous or the rest 
of society • • • who have forfei tad much of their claim to 
superiority by their attitude towards those upon whose 
existence and effort their own well-being, in the last 
analysis deperids." Travers! charges that the patricians 
exercise "ruthless repression" and do not have real contact 
13 
with the community.n Menenius' fable, then, exposes the 
shortcomings of the patricians as well as those of the 
peoplE1 , It is simply not true what Menenius tells the 
people: "most charitable care /·Have tbe·patricians of 
you 11 (I.i.67-68). What Carr writes is to the point: 
uThe whole scene is a masterly presentation or the 
calculated agility of movement which politics requires: 
Menenius offering himself out as the\plain blunt man, yet 
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cold:iy aware of how to manipulate .bis audience how to·get 
I 
'. 14 
tµe·ir shallow responses on his side. 11 
· But Menenius and tb,e patricians encounter an opposing 
power politics--the tribunes. From their first appearance 
_on stage Brotus and Sicinius let the audience know that 
· they can interpret events dishonestly for their own ad-
vantage. The tribunes speculate that Marcius remains 
second in command of the army for ignoble reasons. They 
say that in second position he can.use Cominius as scape-
goat in case of defeat or steal the honors in case of 
victory (I.i.264-279) •. !lhile future developments prove 
the c barges .false, the tribunes reveal here that they are .... 
incapable of comprehending motives which are sincere and 
unselfish. These remarks disclose more about the vicious ,~. 
natures of the tribune than about the intentions of 
15 Coriolanus. 
After the cattle scenes or Act One when tne political 
acti_Oll __ re_silmes ____ in &me, t-he audience is given. rurtber 
I 
evidence of the disease in the state, first by the trib-
unes and then by tbe patricians. The tribunes do not want 
Coriolanus elected consul under any circumstances: "Then 
our office may/ During his power, go sleep" (II.1.238-
239). Brutus is not being honest when· he tells the Senate 
· that tbe t-ribunes ·"shall be blest" to honor Coriolanus 
(. 
, •... ., 
with the consulship 
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• if he remember 
A kinder value of the people than _ -
·-···· He. hath hereto prized them at0 (IIeii.62~64) ' I "_, 
Just· prior t6 this stateznent, he and Sicinius have deter-
I 
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(II.1.258-259). Their first move to block Coriolanus' bid 
for the consulship is to incite the people against him: 
.. 
We must suggest the people in what hatred 
· He still hath· held them; that to' s· power he would 
Have made them mules, silenced their pleaders and 
Dispropertied their freedomsJ holding them, 
In human action and capacity, 
Of no more soul nor fitness ror the world 
Than camels in the war, who_ have their provand 
Only for bearing burdens, and sore blows 
For sinking under. them. (II.i.261-268) 
'!'hu.s, Brutus and S1c1nius plan to remind the people that 
··· Coriolanus bates them at a moment when he is treating them 
( 
insolently. The tribunes reckon that the f~iction that 
they will cause between Marcius and the people '' shall 
darken him for ever" (II.i.275). Yet, before tbe Senate,·._ 
convened to honor Coriolanus in the next scene, after the 
~ audience has·been. inrormed of the tribunes' plan, S1c1n1us 
deceives the patricians by saying the tribunes/ 
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have hearts_ 
lnclinable to honour and advanc"t~ , 
The theme of our assembly. (II.ii.59-61) 
The function of the tribunes is to represent the people in 
the government. In their machina:tions to thwart Corio-
--------~--~----- lanus, Brutus and Sicinius are primari-ly looking out f'or· 
" their own personal interests. What benefit tbe people 
receive from the tribunes' aetion--the doing away With 
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their adver·sary Coriolanus--i·S a by-product. And it is a 
by-product of' dubious worth since Coriolanus 1·s Rom·e• s_ 
defender. · 1,i~ · •· 
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. ·· The tribunes continue this policJ of dishonesty o 
·-··--,·----. ---·- .... 
f': 
advance their personal interests a short time later in the 
story~ After the people have given their.votes to Corio-. 
lanus and then have been prevailed upon by the tribunes to 
rescind those votes, Brutus instructs the pliant populace 
in lying. The people are to tell tbe Senate that they 
never wanted to~;give, Coriolanus their voices in tbe first 
' \ 
I ' ( / place, but were forced to do so at the tribunes 1:z bidding. 
or course this is opposite of the truth. The tribunes 
instructed the people to reject Coriolanus (I~.11.159-
164). But the people are to tell the Senate now that they 
realize that approving Coriolanus was not what they wanted 
(II.111.235-238). The tribunes gain immeasurably through 
() 
this falsehood. It makes them look like heroes in the 
eyes'of the plebeians and the patricians at the same time. 
But most important i'or.Shakespeare's purpose, in the eyes 
of the audience the tribunes are seen for what they are 
and show up Roman politics for what it is. 
16 ~ 
As we have seen, the patricians, represented by 
Menenius, share the blame i'or a sick society with the 
tribunes.,. Now Shakespeare repeats the motif to include 
Volumnia in tbe same deceit that corrupts the Roman world. 
Coriolanus' mother endorses ,a policy of dishonesty 
.-
., ... 
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identical to that of the tribunes. She censures her son 
for not deceiving the people about his ·true feelings-
; 
un_til which time they would have been. powerless to take 
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~ lesser had been 
'The thwartings of your dispositions, if . 
You had, not show 1 d them bow ye were disposed · 
Ere they lack 1 d power to c~oss you. (III.ii.20-23) 
Volumnia proceeds to teach Coriolanus what a lie is and bow 
to deceive the plebeians. She counsels dishonesty: 
now it lies you on to speak 
To the people; not by your own instruction, 
Nor by the matter which your heart prompts you, 
But with such words that are but roted in 
Your tongue, though but bastards and syllables 
Of no allowance to your bosom's truth. (III.ii.53-58) 
And Volumnia implicates the entire upper-class in this 
sub ter.fuge. Sbe says, . "I am in th is, / Your wi.fe, your 
soh, these senators, and the nobles" (III.ii.64-65). 
Ironically, tbe purpose o.f this duplicity is tb accomplish 
the 11 inberitance" o.f the people's "loves" and to "safe-
guard" what the absence of that love would "ruin" (namely, 
·the consulship i'or Corioi8nus). It is a sign of' the mor&l 
distortion in Roman politics that Volumnia believes love 
can be based on falsebeartedness. 
To this advice by Volumnia to Coriolanus, Menenius 
gives his unqualified approval. "Noble lady!" be cries 
' out at the end of her speech. Then be also admonishes 
Marcius to "speak .fair" to the plebeians (III.ii.69-70). 
Shakespeare's jux-taposing Volumnia 1 s instruction. with 
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Menenius' · res·ponse, "Noble ·1ady, 11 equates nobility with 
' hypocrisy. In th is play the word noble- has an unusual --~. 
and tarnished.definition as-we shall see when we examine .. 
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Coriolanus. Coriolanus recognizes what is being asked of 
him and names the recommended course.for what it is: 
.. , "Must I with base tongue give my noble ·heart / A lie that 
it must bear?" (III.11.100-101). 
18 
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Shakespeare depicts the ultimate social perversion. 
Volumnia brings the unethical moral principles that oper-
ate in the state affairs into the family relationship. 
r She dissembles with her son for political purposes. 
Coriolanus' valiance and pr_ide have their origins in his 
mother. Tbis fact is abundantly clear to the audience 
after tbe parlour scene of Act One. But Volumnia manipu-
lates her son by denying her part in his pride. Sbe does 
not hesitate to dis.socia·te herself .from her son's pride 
to bend him to her will: 
To beg of' thee, it is my more dishonour 
Than thou of them. Come all to ruin; let 
Thy mother rather feel thy pride than fear 
Thy dangerous stoutness~ for I mock at death 
With as big.heart as tbouo Do as thou list. 
Tby valiantness was mine~ thou suckVdst it frQm me,. 
But owe thy pride thyself. · (III.ii.123-129)11 
In this speech Volumnia the Machiavellian is seen per-
~f'orming at her best. 
' ' Coriolanus obeys his mother and promises to "mounte-
. bank0-t-b-e- p·eopi-ert-s-· n-rove-s·tt- .. ·an<l'' -tt-cog ___ tbe!r- b e-art--s -from them·" 
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(III.ii;lJl-133). But the tribunes are prepared to match 
-· . ~ deceit with- deceit. They have a catalogue of false charges 
' 
··" 
. :for the confrontation: 
-Q ,\ 
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· In this point charge him home, tha~ be a:r:fects 
Tyrannical power: if he evade us there, 
Enforce him with his envy to the people, 
And that the spoil got on the Antiates 
Was ne 8 er distributede (III.iiiol~5) 
. 
It is important to note that Plutarch records that Corio-
lanus was able to defend bimselr successfully against. the_ 
charge of afrecting tyrannical power (Variorum 629) and 
that he did distribute the spoils to the soldiers who 
participated in the battle with the Antiates ( Variorum 
634). Shakespeare was well aware that these charges were 
devices by the cunning tribunes to work out selfish ends. 
Brutus and Sicinius triumph in the struggle for the 
people's support. Coriolanus is banished 11 As an enemy 
to the. people and his country" {III.iii.117).· The truth 
is that both the tribunes and the patricians are the 
enemies of the people and the country, and both parties 
have contributed to making Coriolanus an enemy or Rome. 
At one point Sicinius asks the rhetorical question, "What 
is the city but the people?" And the citizens reply, "Tbe 
people are the city" (III.1.199-200). More is meant in 
these words than the surface impression indicates. True, 
--------··----·-- ·-----
·the city is the people, ·but the tenn 11 people 11 includes 
the tribunes and the patrJcians as well as ·the plebeians. 
/".'·,, 
A±-l·--·t-h-re-e---~group"·s-·· -"proTii--·-t-h-em-s-e·1·ve,.s-·-unw or·tc-,=·····o-r .. ··-t·15e· · i de a 1 
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' image of Rome, the people by~--their fickleness and the i, 
iJlj 
patricians a·na.. tribunes by their -political dishonesty and .. -
selfishness. 
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Shakespeare continues to develop the theme of polit1-
; . .,. 
_,_ 
~· ~ 
cal dishonesty even· when the action shifts from Rome to 
Antium. Thus the mal'"ignancy gains universal proportions. 
Aufidius, like Brutus, Sicinius, Menenius, and Volumnia, . 
. 
is a m~ster at duplicity. Some critics have been mistaken 
about Aufidius' stratagems and have accused Shakespeare of 
18 inconsistency in his cliaracter portrayal. Aufidius is 
' 
not inconsistent and his behavior can be accounted for 
within the framework of tbe tbeme·of political intrigue. 
Why, some critics ask, does Aufidius receive Corio-
lanus with such enthusiasm in Act Four when he and the 
Roman outcast are sworn enemies? The answer to that 
\ question is given early in tbe play, long before the pair 
•, 
became apparent allies against Rome. In battle the 
Volscian leader is Coriolanus' inferior, but in treachery 
Aufidius is unequalled. By force of arms Aufidius canno·t 
vanquish Coriolanus, nor while Coriolanus is Rome's de-
:fender, can be conquer that state. However, -by craft he 
can accomplish both goals. Auf1d1us, after being repulsed 
by Coriolanus in the first stage battle, vowed to defeat 
Coriolanus with means other than the sword:. 
I> 
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He.' s mine, or I am his: mine emulation .. 
· -Hath not that honour in •tit had; for where. 
'I thought to crush him in an e~~l force, 
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True siiord to sword 9 I 1 11 ·po tc h at him some- way 
··?············-~---------~----- _______ . . ..... Or . wra tb. or craft may. get --h~I[I·. ( ~~.JI::~~=~_§) ·· ·: -·=:~:::::::.:~-.,.=-·=c·~-.. ··===,,-=~°':::.:,.~,: .. :.: ... 
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lanus, bu·t:- to defeat Rome also. I~ he kills· Coriolanus in 
Antiu~ wbeE they first meet again beard to beard, then he 
accomplishes only_ha+f his purpose. But if be allows 
Coriolanus to serve him, then he stands to carry all. 
J 
Aufidius thinks like Caesar in Antony and Cle,opatra: 
when the enemy deserts to your side put him in the front 
ranks so that in the remainder of the conflict your op-
ponent will be fighting himself, not you: 
Put those that have revolted in the van, 
That Antony may seem to spend his fury 
Upon himself. (Antony IVoviG
1
8.-ll) 
Aufidius will use a Roman to conquer Rome. He knows that 
Coriolanus will prove an invaluable aid in revenging 
earlier Volscian setbacks: 
j 
" 
( 
, take 
The one balf of my commission; and set down--
As best thou art experienced, since thou know•st 
Thy country's strength and weakness,--tbine own ways; 
Whether to knock·against the gates of Rome, 
Or rudely visit them in parts remote, 
To !'right them. ere destroy. (IV.v.143-149) 
W1 thout Coriolanus, Aufidius was prepared to attack only 
the Roman "territories," though not 11 Rome itself" (IV.v. ····---·-
140-141). With Coriolanus, be can attack the city. 
-~· 
- Further, hindsight tells the audience that Au.fidius 
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was insincere in his elaborate welcome address~ (Indeed, 
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·1ts exaggerated quality is a sign of its falsity.) While 
Aufidius. is emb:racing Coriolanus, he is ·co.nsidering what 
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the risk will be in exploiting his enemy. When he divides _,, ......... ,,_ .. . 
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somewhat by his former rival's -stature. But .t·o carry out 
the design or defeating Rome Aufidius chances sparing 
Coriolanus temporarily. However, a later confession shows 
that Coriolanus is even prouder than Aufidius originally 
I 
calculated. In a conversation with a lieutenant Auridius 
reveals ·that he is for the time hindered from dealing with 
the proud Coriolanus because of t be plan to conquer Rome: 
I cannot help 1 t Lcoriolanus' popularitzl now, Unless, by using means, I lame the foot 
or our designc He bears himself more proudlier, 
Even to my person, than I thought he would 
When f,irst I did embrace him. (IV.vii.6-10) 
Aufidius is waiting for the most advantageous moment to 
spring the trap on Coriolanus. Meanwhile he is content 
to let it appear to Coriolanus and to others that there 
is harmony between t-he two: 
When he LcoriolanuJ!l shall come .to his account, he 
knows not 
What I can urge against him. Although 1 t seems·, 
And so he thinks, and is no less apparent 
, To the vulgar eye~ that be bears all things ~airly, · 
And shows good husbandry ror the Volscian state, 
Fights· dragon~like~ and does achieve as soon 
As draws bis sword; yet be hath left undone 
That which shall break his neck or hazard mine, 
Whene 9 er we come to our accounto ('IVeviiol8-26) 
Aufidiu~' plan of using Coriolanus to capture Rome 
fails just when success appeared imminent because Volumnia 
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. ,, .,·· overrules her son • Though he fails to level Rome, Aufidius 
still gains.a ./ooa measure ot revenge on his enemy (V. vi. 
! 
·. I . 
l 76-79) •. He can now turn his attention to regaining his - .{ 
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·------------·---·-·- .. ·· --- ·199:..202). · rri· Antium Aufidius continues bis policy of' 
_, 
intrigue. H·e composes a letter -containing false charges 
.. 
against Coriolanus and dispatches it to the Senate: 
, 
Go tell the· lords o' the city I am here: Deliver them this paper~ having read it, 
. Bid them repair to the market-place; where I, 
Even in theirs and in the commons I ears, 
Will vouch the truth of ito (V.vi.1-5) 
Autidius employs the sa1ne technique that the tribunes used 
against Coriolanus: make false charges and win the support 
• 
of the people. 
The Volscian general proceeds to compliment himself 
on the plausibility of .the lie be has contrived against 
Coriolanus: "And my pretext to strike at him admits/ A 
good constructionn (V.vi.19-20). Aufidius will accuse 
Coriolanus of seducing bis friends, or treating him like 
a mercenary, and of selling the blood and labour qt the 
---~------------- _ Volscians (V. vi.20-49). But certainly the Volscian 
popul$ce do not view Coriolanus as a traitor or criminal. 
They cheer him for carrying the Volscian standard as rar 
as he did: 
·.,. 
.... 
Splittipg the.air with 
Whose children he bath 
' . ' 
With giving bim glory • 
•. 
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he returns, 
noise. 
And patient fools, 
slain, their base throats tear (V.vi.51-55) 
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But Aufidius knows that once Coriolanus is silenced, he· ,t 
call marilpulate the p8opl6: 11 the tall, o:f. either / Makes the 
-
survivor h-eir to alln. (V.vi.16-17). tl'And Aur.idius will 
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· .:, . When lies along, . 
After your·w$y ·his tale pronounced shall bury 
His reasons with his body. ( V. vi. 56-58) , 
Aufidius puts his scheme into action. He enrages 
Coriolanus and, against tbe will of' the Volscian lords 
(V.vi.124-128), kills the Roman. His last two speeches 
"'' in the play are an attempt to justify his ignominious deed. 
When be says, "My rage is. _gone; / And I am struck with 
sorrow," surely he is not to be believed. 19 His humility 
parallels the, cunning humility of the tribunes who, after 
"the banishment of Coriolanus, say, 
Now we have shown our power, 
Let us seem humbler after it is done 
Than when it was a-doing. (IV.ii.4-6) 
Thus, from the first scene to the very last words 
of the play there cuts across the predominant impression 
of .great deeds,_ heroic oonf'liot, and noble action a 
t 
counter-impression or dishonest motives and corrupt 
practices. Numerous commentators have . .failed to see 
the working out or this political theme and have failed 
consequently to see the striking appropriateness or the 
play•s .final lines. B. H. Kemble-Cook .. /writes, "No one 
is going to bother bis bead, at this tremendous, :final 
moment, about the thoughts or the f'ate of Aufidius~ As 
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the principal character present, . he • • • · .pronounces the · 
.. , 
l 
. 1120 'eulogy and gets the body removed. -This statement i.s 
evidence that Kemble-Cook has completel_y missed the 
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Machiavellian endures •. The negative image of politics 
,) .. i 
.goes unredeemed. Hope for peace and understanding among 
political fact+ons is in no way suggested. In Rome the 
tribunes and the patricians will continue to wrest power 
from one another,· using deceit to control the peepl~. 
In Antium plans for war with Rome will go on. The base 
image ot Rome eclipses the ideal image of Rome. 
~)In addition to the ·negative political impression 
wbieb detracts from the predominant positive impression 
or the state, there is the impression that Romans 
encourage violence and savagery. We shall examine this 
side of Roman lif.e as we turn to a study of Coriolanus. 
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Shake~peare uses a pattern or dual 1mpressioni in 
the portrayal of_ Cor.iolanus similar in function to' the 
•·. 
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tw·b descriptions of ·the Roman world. There is the pre-
dominant positive impr.ession of Coriolanus as a great 
soldier and noble aristocrat contrasted with the subtle 
negative impression of the protagonist as a mechanism 
of blind destruction and perverse authority. At first 
Coriolanus appears a col~ssus in a superstate. ~ut just 
as the early predominan~ly bonoriric impression of Rome 
fades and the pejorative impression builds in force so 
does the initial predominant impression of the protagonist 
wane before the emerging subtle impression. Thus, there /,-) 
is a parallel movement in the image of the state and the 
hero so t~at by the end of the play both reach a nadir. 
·Because of these two levels of characterization 
criticis have divide~ generally into pro- and anti-Corio-
lanus schools. B; dealing exclusiveli with only one side 
21 of the hero's character while ignoring the other side or 
by attempting to minimize its importance, many critics only 
work against the.ultimate aim of criticism--understanding/--( 
the whole or a work of art. The far better approach· to 
this problem in Coriolanus, pioneered as I said by Miss 
Ellis-Fermor, is to cqnsider the er~ects o~ both impres-
sions and then, placing this understanding in perspective 
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with the other elements which make up the play, decide 
upon the drama's princip.al design. 'Robert Roth also has 
J 
. ' 
. 
'/' ,' 
recognized the need for this approach.to the st~dy of the 
protagonist. Roth perceives that Coriolanus is the most 
paradoxic-al 0£ Shakespeare's heroes, that the dramatist_ 
maintains an II ambivalent state of· o,pinion" toward Corio-
lanus by portraying side by side the "single quality of 
. \ . . 
noble and aristocratic pride" and the "destructiveness o:f 
·22 · 
bis fury." . Occasionally, too, others have commented on 
one or another aspect of the dual impressions arising out 
of the protagonist's dramatic portrait. William Rosen, 
for instance, ~as noticed that "virtue and vice are so 
intermingled in Coriolanus that both are· at di:fferent 
"'23 times judged to be noble." Indeed, virtue and vice are 
27 
r 
subtly intermingled in Coriolanus, and cleal'l'Y't separating ..... 
these features of the protagonist's personality is the 
key to the play•s design. 
) A simple rormula to bear in mind when studying the 
play is to distinguish what Coriolanus does from bow and 
i-:J 
wh:r he does ~~~· Critics who emphasize the "what" of' his 
actions usually are pro-Coriolanus. Critics who stress 
the nhow" an·a "why" of his behavior are generally anti-
Coriolanus. The what of Coriolanus• conduct produces tbe 
predominant impression of his character; the how and why 
produce the opposite impression. What Coriolanus does 
as a soldier--figbts fearlessly--is heroic; why and how 
, 
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he figbt~--like a death machine for self-interest--ts -- ' 
I 
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horrifying. ' ' What.Coriolanus stands for politically--tbe·_ 
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·aristoriratic ideal--has merit; bow and why he stands for , 
,, ~ 
' .. ;. 
-t'b-e al'istocra tic ideal--wi th blind disregard for the well--·-- ·----------
·- . 
i~ . .. _~·' J ., ,.; •• ,-, •• -. ; .. ,. 
,, 
being or the state, to perrorm obediently as he has been 
taught--has little merit in it. What ,Coriolanus' reaction 
to praise is--he rejects it--suggests 'humility; how and 
why he rejects praise--with irrational repugnance and for-
an inexp11·cable but doubtfully meritorious reason--suggests 
perverted mode-sty. In this chapter I shall examine the 
. ,. 
"what" or tpe protagonist's ac tion--h.is honorific image; 
,_. 
tben I shall examine the nhow" of his·action--the pejora-
tive image. In the ·next chapter I shall look into t 1be 
"why" or his behavior--tbe mother-son relationship. 
(J 
Even before Marcius appears on stage the audience 
learns that there is something notable about this Roman 
from the dialogue among the mutinous citizens at the play•s 
opening. Not only is he the citizens' chief opponent, be 
also "hath done famously" in his service for bis country 
(I.1.30-31,37-38). Then, when be appears on stage the 
audience sees by his stature (certainly the actor playing_ 
Marcius must be large and well-built) and his straight-
forward opposition to the plebe_ians that he is di=fferent_ 
from other men. He is greeted r1rst by Menenius and later 
' 
b1 Cominius as 11 Noble Marcius1 11 (I.i.166,252), and the 
First Senator addresses him as "worthy Marcius" (I.1.246). 
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·The rebellious ~~tizens, who at tbe outset flooded the stage 
,1 
I' 
carrying "staves, clubs,. and other weapons'," afte_r encoun- __________ ·-------·· 
-- .. ·--·· ·------·· - ~;ring Marcius, ;,~~eai. ~~ay, 11 cbastened·~;.·~~~-.. :e.~~.~!~.2~!.~-~.!-~~.:~--·-·-----·· 
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Numero-us commentators applaud Coriolanus' defemre of· 
the prerogatives of the nobility. To them Coriolanus 
. -
represents the aristocratic ideal. Coriolanus contends 
that the aristocracy must remain uncontradicted in all its 
· policies. He is against granting tbe plebeians the slight-
est concession. Allowing the discontented people tribunes, 
be protests, will lead to greater trouble for the patri-
cians: 
it will in time Win upon power and throw greater themes For insurrection's arguing. (I.i.223-225) 
When tbe tribunes engineer the recantation of the people's 
voices, Coriolanus cries out against the threat to bis 
class and warns against the loss of power the nobility 
will experience ir,the tribunes are permitted to persist: 
It is a purposed thing, 
To curb the will of the 
Suffer't 9 and live with 
Nor ever will be ruledo 
and grows by plot, 
nobility: 
such as cannot25u1e {IIIoi.36-41) 
His objections to any compromise with the lower-class are 
eloquent and persuasive: 
r.:-:. . 
I· say~J1~gain, In soothing them, we nourish 1 ga1nst our senate The cockle of rebellion, insolence, sedition, Which we ourselves have plough'd for, sow'd, and 
scatter' d 
By mingling them with us, tbe honour 1 d number, 
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.· Who lack not virtue, no,· noi, power, b~t that . Which they have gi V:en to beggars. ( I·II. i. 68-74) 
His promise for keeping the power of government in the 
' irrefutable: ·,,( 
,,_,,__ .. 
. my soul aches 
1 To know, when two authorities are up, Neither surpeme, how soon confusion May enter 1 twixt the gap of both and t,ke The one by the other. (III.1.108-112)~6 
•• 
" 
In Coriolanus I mind the no blea are the source.. of wisdom 
and the people are the source of ignorance. If the rule 
of the wise nobles be encumbered by the fickle will of the 
plebeians, then nothing in the state will be done to· 
purpose: 
What may be sworn by, both divine and human, Seal what I end withall This double worship, Where one part does disdain with cause, the other Insult without all reason, where gentry, title, ivisdom, 
Cannot conclude but by the yea and no Of general ignorance,--it must omit Real necessities, and give way the while 
., ,t: 
To unstable slightness: purpose so barr 1 d, it follows Nothing is done to purpose. {III.1.141-149) 
These impassioned speeches lead critics like Irving 
Ribner· to write that Coriolanus is "an embodiment of the 
27 aristocratic ideal." H.J. Oliver labels Coriolanus a 
· 28 
''pure aristocrat." Hardin Craig appeals to sources out-
side the play to support his argument that the Elizabethan 
audience would have approved or the p~Qtagonist•s aristo-
... ~-... ··---· ..... ----·--
cratic attitude. Craig cites sixteenth-century religious 
and pbilosop~ical ideas and Tudor theories of government to 
' 
' ' 
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prove his ·Case. He says tha~ Coriolanus rightfully treats 
5 
~illyard's The Elizabethan World Picture, assigns a place 
.· 0 29 
. to every being and obJect in creation. Craig contends 
~' that Coriolanus is treating the plebeians in accord with, 
their divinely appointed station in the hierarchy of cre-
ation. He writes. that Coriolanus "is an aristocrat who 
·~ 30 believes in aristocracy as a divine feature of society." ( ', 
Critics also attempt to softeE the appearance of 
Coriolanus' aristocratic vehemence by inventing an arti-
ficial distinction between the people and their traits and 
_by saying that Coriolanus likes the people but bates their 
traits. F. N. Rounds proposes such an idea: Coriolanus 
~ .. 
is not an enemy of the plebs, "he is enemy to their 
cowardice and inconstancy •••• It is with the zeal of 
the reformer that be harass~s them, not from pride of 
·--· . 
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-~~--~----~ class. ·- La_t_e~ in _thia--C-baP-ter we -shall rrna that these 
arguments do not tell the whole truth, that balancing this 
... 
predominant impression of· Coriolanus' aristocracy is a 
subtle impression w\bich suggests an opposite idea. 
Perhaps 1 t is as a ~soldier that Coriolanus daz·z1es 
........ ,, 
/ the audience most. His life is one long succession of ~ .. 
• 
military triumphs. His home is the battlerield, his wife 
the sword. As a young nsn he was sent to war and he 
.... 
I ' 
Jr· 
/J 
··---- r~turned, "his -brows bound-with oak." Co~nius; by no 
_______________________ }ne~~s given to hyperbole, narrates tJ;Je brill.i~nt history 
- . 
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_of ·coriolanus • military career in a rather long but · · ·. ___ .. _ _ _ .' 1 
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important speech: 
I shall lack voice: the deeds of Coriolanus 
Should not be -utter'd feebly. It is held 
That valour is the chiefest virtue, and 
Most dignifies the haver~ if it be~ 
The man I speak o~ cannot in the world 
. Be singly counterpoised o At sixteen years, 
When Tarquin made a bead for Roma, he fought 
Beyond the'mark of others: our then dictator, 
Whom with all praise I point at~ saw him fight, 
When with bis Amazonian chin he drove 
The bristled lips before him~ he bestrid 
An~ over~press 1d Roman and 1n the consul's view 
Slew three opposers: TarquinYs selr he met, 
And struck him on bis~ knee: in that day's reats, 
Ween be might act the woman in the scene, 
He proved best man i 1 the fieldj and for his meed 
Was brow~bound with the oako. His pupil age. 
Man-enter'd tbus 9 he waxed like a sea, 
And in the brunt or seventeen battles· since 
He lurcb'd all swords or the garland. (II.11.91-105) 
Coriolanus• present heroics far better illuminate his 
~: 
military skill than past ones, even though the past deeds 
-.., 
were spectacular. . ~ The audience is witness to three feats: 
-
the capture of Corioli singlehandedly, the assault on the 
Volscian•s main force, and the warqing orf of Aufidius and 
a group o~ his men in single combat. Then they see him 
lead the Volscians to the ·very gates of Rome. 
It is only by the incredible bravery of Marcius that 
·the.Roman· forces capture Corioli. After the Roman soldiers 
are beaten to th~ir trenches, Marcius spearheads~ ·-counter~ 
attack. As they reach the gates or the city, the men rall 
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back and Marcius is shut within the city's walls alone • 
• 
., 
When. Titus L,artius rushes upon the scene and learns what ~ . 
' I has be.fallen., be offers over his presumably slain comrade 
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-····,.,-~~...-.... .... -~··a·"·eurogy;WhlCil-Tri····rts·e1:r-·i;··;~··1~aex of the valiance of 
,. 
Coriolanus: 
Thou wast a soldier 
Even to Cato's wish, not fierce and terrible 
Only in strokes; but, with thy grim looks and 
The thunder-like percussion or thy sounds, 
Thou madest thine enemies shake, as· if the world 
Were reverous and did tremble. (I.iv.56-61) 
But the seeminglw impossible happens. Marcius emerges 
from Corioli., bleeding but alive. Tbe Roman soldiers rush 
,. 
from their trenches outside the walls of the city and join 
Marcius at the gate. Maroius re-enters Corioli with his 
soldiers, and the city falls. 
While the common soldiers are looting, be hastens 
to the aid of Cominius on tbe other side .of the field. 
Cominius greets him with the most commendatory of phrases, 
"Flower of warriors.'' (I. vi. 33) • No other Shakespearean 
hero is graced with a similar welcome. Marcius asks to be 
pitted against the enemy's "men of trust," and Cominius 
- grants his request (I.vi.52). He fights through the best 
the opponent has to offer (of.f stage} until he engages 
Aui'idius., his counterpart among the Volscians. In addition 
to stalemating the Volscian general, he drives ofi' "cer-
tain" confederates who come to Aufidius' defense. The 
h . 
Romans., behind MarOius., are the undisputed victors. 
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F,0r bis invaluable part in the victory Caius Marcius 
is awarded the garland and the _surname Coriolanus (I.ix. 
58f). Because of his gallantry, the rank and file soldiers, 
-F,1.l 
Roman citizens, who earlier in the play were plotting to 
~s ' 
kill him, hail him tbro~gh the streets of. Rome: "All 
f' 
tongues speak of him, and the bleared sights / Are specta-
c1ed to see him" (II.i.221-222). 
Coriolanus is also a'strategist off the- battlefield. 
--
Tw 1 c e be predicts the enemy• s intent to war on Rome, once 
wben Cominius is blind to1 the Volscian thre·at ( I. i. 231-
232, III. i. 4-6). 
Coriolanus succeeds as notably fort~ Volsoians after 
his banishment as be did for Rome. His military enter-
prises are complete and overwhelming. Aufidius reports,· 
"All places yield to him ere be sets down" (IV.vii.28). A 
Roman messenger informs bis leaders and the audience that 
.. 
Coriolanus leads a "fearful army" which 
rages 
Upon our territories; and have already 
0 1erborne their ~ay, consumed with fire, and took 
What lay before them. (IV.vi.75-78) 
The audience can measure Coriolanus' excellence as a man-
at-arms by the report or a Volscian lieutenant who explains 
that m.en formerly loyal to Aufidius now idolize their new 
general: 
I do not know what witchcraft's in him, but 
Your soldiers use him as t'be grace 1 fore meat., 
,·. 
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Their talk at table, and their thanks at end; And you· are, darken 1 d in this action •••• (IV.vii. 
2:..5) 
A. comparison o:f the play with i·ts source indicates 
~-----~ ~tb8~t-·sb;i~;·;-p~·;;;··;~~f; ~ut --~f,,his·-~-ay .to mak~ Coriolanu~ .. ~~-
t« 
;~: 
- t 
,... 
,·, 
even greater soldier than Plutarch describes him. M. w. 
Maccallum notices that in Shakespeare's versio·n Coriolanus 
slays three opponents in the 'battle against Tarquin, whereas 
in Plutarch's account be kills only one. Further, in 
Shakespeare's story Coriolanus strikes and wounds Tarquin 
himself, while in Plutarch there is n<t..--mention of such an 32 / · encounter. In Plutarch Marcius enters Corioli with 
"fewe men to helpe him" (Variorum 626), whereas in Shake-
.. 
speare be enters alone (I.iv.51). Eugene Waith, commenting 
on this change, says: "Sba.kespeare' s alteration of history, 
making Coriolanus 'alone', is one of the touches which re-
veals most unequivocally his heroic conception of the char-
acter. In Coriolanus the op·posi tion of the 1na·1vidual 
might or the hero to the superior forces of nature and 
fate is pushed to the utterrnost." 33 
Even critics who otherwise censure Coriolanus for 
' 
one reason or another concede that the Roman is a remarkable 
warrior. E. K. Chambers confesses, "The First Act shows us 
--~ .. Coriolanus, on the Whole, great; a-Jreat warrior, undaunted 
in danger, removed high above tbe greed and poltroo~ery 
of common men."34 Millar MacLure terms Coriolanus• ex-
35 
·plaits against Corioli brilliant, while G. B. Harrison 
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calls him "a fearless ·soldier, a superb fighter." . 
But for all bis magnificence on th_e f'ield of ·battl~. ··----··--·-----------·· .: _____ _ 
IP - . 
j •. ···1 
there ax-e a spec ts of Coriolanus 1 mill tarism wb ich are 
. -----~~---·are~id.fiil ·and·······~bnorren·t:···-- -Th1S-Ini8g8 ·we~.,--S~hal 1·· ~on;f ~i~;----r=r-·-=--·=----------'>-----·--·--
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shortly. 
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Anotbe~ superficial impression the play tenders is 
that of a n~mble hero. C1-i tics laud Coriolanus because be 
rebu£fs praise. To some critics this is a sign of great-
ness. Praise is a small enough reward for his efforts in 
behalr of the Romans against the Valscians. But Coriolanus 
rejects the tribute of' his fellow generals, Cominius, and 
Lartius. He also refuses the special but deserved po~tion 
of· the spoils proffered by Cominius: 
or all tbe horses, 
Whereof we have ta•en good and good store, of all 
The treasure in this field achieved and city, 
We render you the tenth, to be ta•en forth, 
Before the common distribution, at 
Your only choice. (I.ixo3l-36) 
But Coriolanus will not accept this honor either: 
I tbank you general; 
But cannot make my heart consent to take 
A bribe to pay my sword: I do refuse it; 
And stand upon my common part ~ith those 
That have beheld the doing. (I.ix.36-40) 
When the foot soldiers give a resounding cheer to this 
seemingly noble gesture, Coriolanus rebukes them also. 
Later, before the Senate assembled to honor him, Coriolanus 
again brushes or~ the praise or his peers. And he leaves 
the Senate rather than remain to bear Cominius recount his 
.. ~· 
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heroic deeds. 
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So astute a critic as A~ c. Bradley writes., "there is ... 
- 37 a greatness in all this that makes u.s exult." Harold· 
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Goddard passes similar judgment. Goddard says that Corio-
lanus' "hatred of boasting or of bearing his own bravery 
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lau·ded is • • • the native modesty of a man who on in-
stinct feels that 'whatever praises itself but in the deed, 
· 38 devours the deed in the praise'." 
Coriolanus refuses to say or do anything that might 
~suggest that he is flattering others, just as steadfastly 
as be refuses to accept praise which might suggest that he 
is allowing himself to be .flattered. To so nruch as "give 
good words" to a commoner, Coriolanus declares, would be 
to "flatter beneath abhorring" (I.i.171). He invites the 
plebeians to regard him as one that does "not flatter" 
(III.i.68). Coriolanus believes that appearing before the 
citizens in the gown of humility is a form of flattery. 
Although he once swore nev~r to stand before the people 
in the gown, he relents and performs the ceremony. But 
Williard Farnham argues that Coriolanus is not comp~omising 
his standards by making this concession. He contends that, 
by his insolence and, manner during the rite, Coriolanus 
makes it clear to the people that his opinion of them is 
unchanged: "Though he acts the part, of a flat.terer of' tbe 
people, he does so iri a supercilious way and thus serves 
notice as be per~orms his role.tbs~ be really is not a 
;· 
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··· flatterer. He makes no atte~pt to deceive the citizens • 
. . 
. 
. 
· On the contrary, by insulting tbem he takes pains· to keep ··· ---c-------,·-·-···------- · ·· ····· ... 
· 39 them f'rombe1ng deceived.'' And in a second instance, 
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where Coriolanus promises his mother to confront the 
plebeians and_ "mountebank tbei~ loves, 11 be does not in 
fact carry out his promis,. Farhham says that Shakespeare 
was tempting· Coriolanus to practice flattery in the "evil 
way of a Machiavellian 1 politician', H but that Coriolanus 
overcomes this temptation without violating Renaissance. 40 standards of honor •. · Thus seen against a corrupt polit-. 
ical situation in Rome, where tribunes and patricians lie, 
flatter, and deceive one another ror personal gain, Corio-
lanus, who reruses to employ these deceptions, appears all 
tbe more admirable. Thus~ when Coriolanus is denied the 
consulship and banished, be appears to be the victim of ~ 41 . 
ingratitude. His resolve to be revenged on Rome seems 
to be justified. He is a man without a country and owes 
no ethical allegiance to a state from which he was "Whoop'd 
. 42 
out." His decision to spare bis former country when its 
., 
destruction is in his power to command and bis subsequent 
death at the hands of the scheming Aufidius makes him look 
like the noblest of' martyrs. 
p A comparison or the play with its sourc& seems to 
substantiate the argument that Shakespeare was glorifying 
Coriolanus. Scholars and critics are virtually unanimous 
in their assessment of bow Sbakesepare adapted Plutarch 
.,. 
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., _ . 43 ~ · 1 , in bis portrait o~ Coriolanus. _ ·Kenneth Muir, Kumar 
________ .... ~sailendra Sen, 44 Northrop Frye, 45 and others agree that 
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simpler and less cunning than Plutarch, while at the same 
time the dramatist minimizes the grievances o:f the people. 46 ~ j 
T·aking all these f'actors into account-.-Coriolanus' 
aristocratic stance, his military valor, his apparent 
honesty and humility, and Shakespeare's treatment of his 
source--critics have searched ror an archetype upon whic~ 
Shakespeare could have based his portrait of Coriolanus. 
Two prototypes stand out: Hercules and Aristotle's "mag-
nanimous man.'' Eugene Wai th contends.. .tha t in Coriolanus 
Shakespeare was reviving the myth or Hercules.47 Rodney 
Poisson mai~tains that Coriolanus was modeled on Aris-
totle' a description of tbe magnanimous man round in his 
Ethics. 4B 
These various arguments demonstrate the point that 
the predominant impression of Coriolanus is honori.fic. 
But the moral tone 1 and atmosphere surrounding the action 
which projects the predominant impression suggests an 
opposite reading of the character or the protagonist. 
Beb·ind what be does, the action of the play, lies how-,. and 
why he does it, the image of the action and the motive or 
the .action. 
Something of t.bis .pejorative :image is caught in the 
\ 
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words of the f'ractious First Citizen in the play 1 s first 
scene. Coriolanus, he says, is 11 a very dog" to Jbe people 
( I .1. 28) • For the good be bas done Rome "he pays himself' 
40 
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I 
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.. that Coriolanus• service to his country is carried out 
for. base motives: "he--did it to please bis mother, and to 
be pertiy proud" (I.i.39-40). Nor are the accusations of' 
the First Citizen unfounded. When Marcius enters the stage 
be shows that he is a dog to the plebeians. He bares his 
teeth and verbally tears viciously at them: 
'"'· ., 
What's the matter, you dissentious rogues, That, rubbing the poor itch or your opinion, Make yourselves scabs? {I.i.167-169) 
' 
The citizen retorts to this snarling welcome with a con-
scious irony which underscores the particularly offensive 
nature of Coriolanus I aristocratic attitude: "lie have 
ever your good word" (I. i .170) • Coriolanus reacts with 
near rage to this remark. He reviles tbe plebeians in a 
manner that suggests a pathological disorder in the 
speaker: 
1 . 
What would you have, you curs, That like nor peace nor war? the one afrrights you, The other makes you proud. He that tru~ts to you, Where be should find you lions, finds you hares; Where roxes 1 geese: you are no surer, no, Than is the coal of fire upon the ice, Or bailstdne in the suno Your virtue is·' 
·· To make him worthy whose offense subdues him And curse that justice did ito Wbo deserves greatness Deserves your bate; and your affections are A;::sick man's appetite., who desires most that Which would increase bis evilo He that depends Upon your favours swims with rins of lead And hews down oaks with rushes. Hang yet (I.i.172-
185) 
V· 
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This speech reveals the most fanatical kind of aristocratic 
outlook. In' it Coriolanus exaggerates the defects of tbe 
populace. It is true that the people are fickle 9 and are 
41 
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not like peace. Neither is it the people's character to 
• ·-· •• ~ 11,"1.1 
choose a man leader whose naturally unworthy mature dis-
qualifies him as a leader. ThEl people were wise enough to 
choose Cominius consul. And certainly, the judgments, or 
tastes, of' the multitude are not like a sick man's appetite 
which causes vile things to seem desirable to him. The 
tribunes find the plebeians dependable enough to bring 
about Coriolanus' banishment. Cominius and even Corio-
lanus (I.vi.66r) find the common soldiers trustworthy 
. enough to assist in the dereat of the Volscians. And i.f 
Lartius had not been able ~orally the plebeian warriors 
to go to the aid of Coriolanus (I.iv.64) 1 his singlehanded 
~ 49 
combat inside Corioli would have been in vain. Thus
1 
the audience from the very first speech of Coriolanus re-
ceiVes the impression that behind the exterior there is 
something out of' order. As the .play progresses thi.s 
impression w).11 become more salient and acquire distin-
guishable characteristics • 
. A few lines later Shake~peare reveals to the audience 
the basis of Coriolanus' valor--his violent nature. Cor-
iolanus delights in blood. War for Coriolanus,. either. 
against the enemy or members of bis own state, is an end 
I I 
.. , 
• 
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in itself. He has a passion for slaughtering: 
I 
t: ' 
Would the nobility lay aside their rutb, 
.:{ 
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And let me use my sword, I' ld make a ·quarry , 
With thousands of these quarter'd slaves, as high ·. 
As I could pick ~y lance. (I.i.201-204) 
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Human life bas no value for Coriolanus • .J)eath and suffer-
ing are abstractions to him. The impending war with the 
Volscians, he says, will be a way or exterminating the 
musty citizenry {I.i.230). 
Shakespeare provides Virgilia to point out the cal-
lousness of her husband'~ vi~ion of life. To her, blood 
and wounds are real, not ideas or words without meaning • 
They are things which cause pain and affect happiness. 
Volumnia, her mother-in-law, would gladly sacrif'ice el·even 
sons to the sword (I. ii1.23f), while Virgilia shrinks in 
terror at the mere thought of ber husband bleeding (I.iii. 
,- i 
41). Volumnia rejoices in each wound her son sustains, 
.. 
but Virgilia shudders to think of her husband scarred in 
_;, 
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battle (II.i.130f). More than a century ago William 
Hazlitt accurately described the fundamental difference 
in outlook between Volumnia and Virgilia. Hazlitt wrote, 
."One of the most natural traits in this play is the dif-
ference of the interest taken in the success of Coriolanus 
by his wife and mother. The one is only anxious for his 
honor; the other is .fearful for his life. 1151 
· Also~\in tb·e first scene Shakespeare reveals through . 
two ~peaches by Coriolanus that the Roman hero's m~in 
' 
' \ 
.. . . --r. . 
·' 
t• 
··r 
" 
interest in fighting the enemy~ _not to protect his coun-
t.ry but to·· satis.fy bis thirst for personal glory. Corio-
, lanus avows that his personal rivalry with Aufidius ·1s 
' . ' 
43 
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men-ta tors have been quick to note that Coriolanus' DJoti ves 
52 -for serving Rome are selfish, an accusation already made 
·, by the First Ci~tizen. It is Rome I s good fortune in the 
first half o:r the· play that its bes·t interests are served 
• 
by Coriolanus• belligerance. His patriotism is illusory. 
·· He fights not for Rome, but :for perso_nal pleasure. He· 
looks forward to the UVolscian attack, not with concern for 
the state's safety, but with enthusiasm over the prospect 
-· 
of battling his rival Aufidius: 
They have a leader, 
Tullus Aufidius, that will put you to •t. 
I sin in envying his nobility, 
And were I any thing but what I am, 
I would wish me only he. (I.1.233-236) 
And be continues: 
Were half to helr the world by the ears and be 
Upon my party, I 1 ld revolt, to make 
Only my wars with him: he is a lion ' 
That I am proud to bunt. {I.1.237-240) 
. Thus, in the first scene Shakespeare introduces subtle 
innuendoes about Coriolanus• aristocratic nature and con-
tradiotidns concerning· bis patriotism which becloud the 
predominantly bright impression of the protagonist. As 
the plot develops, these innuendoes and contradictions 
grow into serious· indictments and- ·eclipse the positive 
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impression. 
Ever si·nce G. Wilson Knight first defined the image 
of Coriolanus in battle as that of ''an automaton in fight, 
also have recognized the appropriateness 'of this descrip-
tion. Knight's-descriptive phrase captures with remarkable 
accuracy.the unfavorable side o:f Coriolanus' militarism. 
D. A. Traversi, using the same approach, calls Coriolan~s 
"nothing less than a somber engine of' destruction,tt an 
11 engine of' doom~n54 and D. J. Enright says that in Corio-
lanus there is the "suggestion o:f a mechanical Jugger-
. 55 
naut." These readings are based on an assortment of 
passages, some given by Coriolanus and some given by 
> 
others about Coriolanus, where the acts or war are de-
picted in the most ruthless, impersonal terms. Before 
going into battle Coriolanus prays to Mars for "smoking 
swords" (I.iv.11) during the engagement. The image is that 
of an instrument backing and thrusting with such rapidity 
and intensity it literally burns ~rom the rriction. 
Not only the imagery or the verse portraying Corio-
1, lanus' insensate disposition but also the rhythm and move~ 
ment of the speeches that Coriolanus spews out contribute 
to the impression of his heartless impulse for destruction. 
Notice the .. violence and explosive sound at: bis address to 
the Roman soldiers during the fighting: 
·' 
All the contagion of .the south 11gb t on you, 
. ' . 
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You shames or· Rome 1 you herd. of--Boils and plagues 
~laster you o'er, that you may be abhorr'd 
Furtb:er than seen and onet.71n.fect another 
Against the wind a mile t You souls of geese, .. 
That bear the shapes of men.s hoiv have you run 
4~-
j ~ .. 
•' 
'i. 
, .. 
.; . 
_ From slaves that apes would beat! Pluto and hell1 
_ 
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· With flight and agued feart Mend and charge home, ·· 
Or, by~the fires of heaven, I'll leave the fpg 
. ' 
' 
( 
n~-. '··· 
And make my wars on you •••• (I.iv.30-40)~ 
The impression·or Coriolanus' basically savage nature 
is conveyed to the · audience -by visual effects as well as -
the spoken word. In the course of the battle Coriolanus 
appears bathed in blood from bis gory rampage through the 
enemy lines (I.vi.22.f.,ix.93). This stage errect symbol-
izes the protagonist's bloodthirstiness. Lee Kirschbaum 
bas commented, . "When Shakespeare bas Coriolanus enter 
visibly and shockingly smeared with bis own and others' 
blood, the dramatist is emphasizing a quality of his 
protagonist ••• the brutality of the military hero which 
is basically a denial of charity, or identification, of 
Christian brotherhood and mercy. tt57 
While Volumnia waits ror her son to make his tri-· 
umphal entry into ~ome after his Volscian victory", she 
envisions the arm in which be wields his sword as a thing 
,that operates with a mechanical precision bringing an-
nihilation to all men within its swath: 
befo}?e him 
He carries noise, and behind him he leaves tears: 
Death, that dark spirit, in's nervy arm doth lie; Which, being advanced, declines, and then men die. 
(II.1.173-176) 
:, ~·. 
" 
This same image is tied up in the recitation Cominius·pre-
sents to the Senate wben he recounts ror the patricians 
·· Coriolanus' heroism. He uses the same bloodchilling, 
46 
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an inhuman, cosmic, compelling, horrifying, mechanical 
destructiveness in tbe protagonist: 
in Corioli, let me say, 
I cannot speak him home: be stopp'd the fliers; 
And by bis rare example made the coward 
Turn terror into sport: as weeds before 
A vessel under sail~ so men obey'd 
And fell below his stem: .his sword, death's stamp, 
Where it did mark~ it took; from face to foot 
He was a thing of blood, whose every motion 
Was timed with dying cries: alone be enter 1 d 
The mortal gate of the city~ which he painted 
With sbunless destiny; aidless came off, 
And with a sudden re~inforcement struck 
Corioli like a planet: now a11ws bis: 
When, by and by, the din of war gan pierce 
His ready sense; then straight his doubled spirit 
Re-quicken'd what in flesh was fatigate, 
And to the battle came be; where be did 
Run reeking o'er the lives of men, as if 
1 Twere a perpetual spoil: and till we call 1 d 
Both field and city ours, he .never stood · 
To ease bis breast with panting. (II.ii.106-126) 
Again in tbi.s instance Shakespeare bas combined image with 
sound. Tbe rhythm of the· lines helps to communicate the 
sense 'of· the deadly engine that Coriolanus is on the 
battlefield. "The brutally abrupt,. piston-like movement 
of the verse marvellously conveys the sense of Coriolanus 
·.·~s a destructive mechanism, as proceeding with ·machine-
like inevitability."SB 
Coriolanus' deadly,·· iphuman aggressiveness inten~if'ies 
··· - a-fter he- becomes a mercenary for A~fidius. His power for 
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/ ' savagery and h·is inclination for impersonality increase 
• 
as his action and attitude.become less those of a mortal 
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The tart-
ness of his face sours ripe grapes: when be walks., be moves like an engine, and the ground shrinks before bis treading: be is. able to pierce a 
·corslet with bis eye; talks like a knell, and his hum is a battery. He sits in his state9 as a 
thing made for Alexandero What be bids be done is finished with bis bidding. He wants nothing 
oi a god but eternity and a heaven to throne in. ( V. iv .-15-26) 
The image of Coriolanus as a soldier reaches a climax in 
this speech by Menenius. Coriolanus' feats in battle have 
made bim·an object of awe, but his victories are achieved 
with a brutality that alienates the other characters and 
the audience. 
I In- addition to Coriolanus' perver·sion of mill tary 
··" values, Shakespeare indicates that Coriolanus I aristo-
cratic attitude is marred by serious shortcomings. Corio-
lanus seems to be defending conventional Renaissance 
standards for social orde~ when he speaks out against the 
- - -- ---------- --
nobility conceding power to. the plebeians. But Sbakespe~re. 
., 
suggests that Coriolan~s works against social order. A 
good aristocrat is interested in seeing ~acb_group in the 
. "' .... 
state perform its proper role. Coriolanus, because be 
bates the people, binders social harmony •. This f'law of-, . 
• ~ • I 
tbe protagonist is· pinpointed by .. · twq_ Roma~ officers in a 
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conversation while laying cushions in the Capitol. The 
Second Officer explains that for Coriolanus to be noble ..... 
·-------···-- .. -----·---------- .-·--·. ------------·-·-·······-· ·-·-·-····· 
·-···-·· ... ---- ·---~-- ·-·--· --··- . -- .-----~-- ·---······-----------·--.-
be must not care whether the people love ·or hate him: 
- , 
. 
.. tbat have flattered tbe people,· who ne'er loved them; 
r -.;, 
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and there be many that they have loved, they know 
not wherefore: so that, if they love they know not . 
why, tbey bate upon no better a ground: therefore, 
for Coriolanus neither to care whether they love or 
hate him manifests tbe true knotvledge he has in their 
disposition; and out of bis noble carelessness lets 
them plainly see 1 t. (II.iio8~16) 
However, the First Officer reveals that Coriolanus does 
not measure up to this disinterested ideal. The officer 
discloses that Coriolanus hates the people and goes out 
, 
of bis way to offend the citizens: 
1 If be did not care whether be bad their 
love or no, he waved indirferently •twixt doing 
them nei tber good nor harm: but be seeks their 
bate with greater devotion than they can render 
it him; and leaves nothing undone that may fully 
discover him their oppositeo Now, to seem to 
affect the malice and displeasure of the people 
is as bad as that which be dislikes~ to flatter 
them ror their love. (II.ii.17-26)~9 
Coriolanus confirms the First Ofricer's judgment by 
his actions. In the gown of humility scene, a Shake-
spearean invention which bas no parallel in Plutarch, the 
peop~e impress the audience as ingenuous and kindhearted, 
wbile Coriolanus appears churlish and spiteful. A true 
aristocrat, like Cominius and tbe consuls before him, 
would respect the people's right to tbis·'traditional 
ceremony and conduct himselr so that the function·s of the , 
government could be carried on without i~terruption. But 
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because Coriolanus hates the people and personally dis~ 
likes wearing the toga, he blithely advocates doing away 
I 
with this ritual (II.111.148-150). The tribunes block I -
though he appears in the forum, his ill-humor makes his 
performance a riasco. Coriolanus comes to the rorum 
_ expecting to buy the people's voices with false ~lattery, 
but the citizens hope to give their consent merely ror a 
little kindness: 
Cor. Well then, I pray, 
First Cit. The price is 
your price o' the 
consulship? 
to ask ,.it kindly •60 
(II.iii. 78-79) 
Civility is not too much to require of Coriolanus for the 
J 
peace· of' the state. ~ 
A minor but important climax· is reached in the re-
lationship between the people and Coriolanus when the 
-sentence of banishment is pronounced. At this po~nt the 
)' 
full enmity that Coriolanus b·ears toward the plebeians 
erupts. Shakespeare wrote·one of his greatest theatrical 
curses ror tbe occasion and gave it to Coriolanus: 
You common cry of cursl whose breath I bate As reek o' the rotten fens, whose loves I prize As tbe dead carcasses of unburied men 
That do corrupt my air,~~ I banish you; 
And here remain witb your uncertainty! 
Let every feeble 1 ~umour shake your beartst 
Your enemies, with nodding of their plumes, Fan you int9 despair!·· (III.iii.120~127) 
Thi.s---speech is another piece of evidence that Coriolanus' 
. 
attitude toward the people is unbecoming an aristocrat. 
I., 
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Finally, there is the subtle impre~sion of Coriol,nus' 
reaction to accolades that reverse~ the predominant impres-
sion. The manner in which Coriolanus refuses the praise 
50 
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nullifies the merit wbich might otherwise accrue from such 
a gesture of humility. Humility is not a rorm; it is an 
attitude, and Coriolanus' persistent and sometimes violent 
rejection of praise indicates that his humility is speci-
ous. He imagines that be is being praised even when be 
is not. It is as if he expects to be lauded and looks 
forward to rejecting praise. In the course of battle 
Lartius casually remarks that Coriolanus is bleeding and 
should not right any more: 
Worthy sir, thou bleed•st: Thy exercise hath been too violent 
For a second course of fight. (I.v.15-17) 
Coriolanus, because of his peculiar and abnormal sensi-
tivity to applause, assumes that Lartius is commending him. 
Lartius' · comment hardly appears to be praise. But that 
Coriolanus should take it as such is revealing: . 
Sir, praise me not: My work bath yet not warm 1 d me: fare you well: The blood I drop is rather physical Than dangerous to me. (I.v.17-19) 
Later in camp after the victory, Cominius and Lartius 
rejoice in Coriolanus'. ·deeds. However, Coriolanus cuts 
them short in a speec~. that suggests his modesty is very 
close to pride: 
,. 
-/ 
\. 
\ 
{ 
Pray now, no more: my mother, 
Who has a charter to extol her blood, 
_ When she does praise me grieves mee I have done 
-_-. ----------··:·----~-----0 --~------··---------cs·--·-·--·~-:· -As you have done; that V s wba t I can; induced 
· · As you have been; tbatvs for my country; 
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\Cominius checks Coriolanus' extreme self-effacement and 
I 
· declares that the greatest praise would be too little 
for what Coriolanus has done (I.ix.19-27). His rebuke 
temporarily restrains Coriolanus• excessive modesty. But 
when he refuses a special portion of the spoils and the 
soldiers cheer him, he lashes out at them with a violence 
that is unnatural: 
May these same instruments, which you profane, 
Never sound morel when drums and trumpets shall 
I 1 the field prove flatterers, let courts and 
cities be 
Made all of false-raced soothing! 
When steel gro~s soft as the parasite's silk, 
Let him be made an overture for the warst 
No more, I sayt For that I have not wash'd 
My nose that bled, or foil'd some debile wretch,--
Which, without note, here's many else have done,--
You shout me forth 
In acclamations hyperbolical; 
As ir I loved my little.sbou~d be ~ieted 62 In praises sauced with lies. (I.ix.41-53) 
-- · --·- - · Considering ··coriolanus' use of rhetoric and abundant use 
. ,,._ .. , 
of exclamations, 1 t is as if ~e enjoys bearing hims.elf 
rail at the men. Cominius again speaks as a standard for 
the norm and_by his rebuke informs ~he audience that 
· Coriolanus I modes·ty is false: 
Too modest ar,e you; 
More cruel to your good report than grateful 
To us that give you truly: by your patience,_ 
If 1 gainst yourselr -you be incensed, we'll put you, 
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, 
· Like one that means his proper harm, in manacles, 
Then reason safely with you. (I.ix.53-58) 
., 
Back in Rome Coriolanus continues the pattern of apparent 
modesty. To a herald who introduces him with ~bis newly 
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acquired name and to the crowd which welcomes him with 
enthusiasm, he replies, "No more of, this; it does offend 
my heart:/ Pray nQw, no more" (II.i.185-186) •. In the 
Capitol Coriolanus fights against hearing his deeds re-
membered. This time a senator reproves him for his inap-
propriate modesty: 11never 'shame to· hear / What you have 
nobly done" (II.ii. 71-72). The hero of Corioli professes 
that he would rather have his wounds to heal again than 
to be reminded of how he received them (II.ii.72-74). And 
he persists in the evasion or bis just reward by saying, 
I had rather have one scratch~ my bead i' the sun ... 
When the alarum were struck than idly sit 63 
To hear my nothings monster 1 d. (II.ii.79-81) 
Thus, the ftrst impression of a modest man cannot be 
accepted by the audience which witne~ses the irrational 
repugnance with which the protagonist rebuffs merited 
.\., 
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TJ')e play, the·n, does not sustain an unrelentingly 
slngular impression of the protagonist as a great warrior 
and noble aristocrat. Below this predominant impression 
~ 
" is the subt·ly hidden impression or Coriolanus as a warped 
' / 
soldier and imprudent patrician. ' I 
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lies many or the reasons for his actions. When Shakespeare 
adapted the story from Plutarch, he altered and consider-
ably enlarged the role of Volumn·ia, making her a much 
66 
greater power in Coriolanus' lire. She appears early 
in the play and reappears at every critical juncture in 
-
the development of the plot. Shakespeare, -of course, was 
· not equipped with the vocabulary or the background of the 
modern psychologist, but the relationship he dramatizes 
between the mother and the son bears all the signs of 
the complex association that can exist between parent and--. 
child. While Shakespeare does not explain in detail all 
' the factors in the relationship or account explicitly for 
all the traits of Coriolanus arising out or the mother-
son bond, he leaves no doubt that in the influence of 
Volumnia lies the secre~ .o~ her son's pecu;Lia~ _lJe_~~ViQ~.! 
·- - ..... --·---··--------- ··-----·---·-·· ... ........__ -- -- --· ~-----··r 
However, critics must be careful not to attempt to provide 
invol~ed and intricate explanations ror Coriolanus' actions 
r 
where Shakespeare was wise enough t6 leave undefined_but 
none the less clear the d~pendency of the son on the 
67 
mother. Indeed, nruch o:f the success of Coriolanus'. 
characterization comes from the hints S_hakespeare dr·ops 
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Volumnia. These impress~ons are· not made so. concrete that 
· ~------·_::_·:::.~--~=~--'.~.:~~~--~--~---·-···-···----tb.e predominant. impressi.on. of the protagonis t 1 s heroic 
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psychological element is to identify tbe hints Shakespeare 
', . furnishes, being careful not to be so carried away by. 
eophisticated modern theori as to _see in the _relationship 
( 
more than the text warrants. 
Shakespeare extends the pattern of dual impressions, 
that he used to portray Rome and Cpriolanus, into the 
mother-son theme. The predominant impression suggests 
tbat Volumnia is the proud widowed mother wbo raised her 
noble and valiant son to be a credit to Rome and·to her, 
and that she taught him to· valu.~ tbe station to whicb\e 
was born and to put honor and integrity first. It appears 
that Coriolanus shows Volumnia tbe deference due to a 
mother. When he returns in triumph from the Volscian war, 
be kneels first in 1 respect to his mother, even berore 
greeting his wife or visiting the Senate. When he sees 
. , ... ,., .... 
his family approaching his camp during the siege or Rome, 
he calls his mother II the· honour' d mould / Wherein this 
.:,, 
trunk was framed" ( V. iii .22-23). On other occasions he (> 
calls her "good mother" (II.i.218) and ~the most noble 
mother of the world 11 (V.iii.49). Volumnia calls him "my 
good soldier ••• / My gentle Marcius 11 (II.i.188-169)., 
11my sweet son" (III.ii.107), and "great· son 11 (V.iii.140) • 
.. l,-.. . ~ 
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When she appeals for a favor, be it so great a favor as 
l 
sparing Rome, he complies. In f'act, ·coriolanus appears 
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respect and admiration. Stopford Brooke writes, "The 
love that is between them glorifies them. • •• We retire, 
from time to time, from the noise of R'O_me and· Volscian 
wars into an island or domestic peace. and affection of: 
, "69 
which Volumnia and Coriolanus are the source. 
But the less apparent impression of the relationship 
implies that an abnormal bond exists between the pair. 
The play unmistakably reveals that two of tbe flaws which 
contribute to making Rome a base society are instilled in 
Coriolanus through his mother• s tutelage. 70 Romans, with 
the exception of' Virgilia, admire violence, 71 and the 
patricians, with the exception of Cominius, are incon-
siderate toward the plebeians. Volumnia taught Corio-
. 72 . 
lanus to take pride·in savagery and to despise the 
people. He represents the apotheosis of these two seamy 
aspects of Rome. It is Volumnia who is mainly responsible 
:for contaminating Coriolanus with the diseases which in-
fect him. Further, Shakespeare shows that Volumnia con-
tinues to dominate her son to the degree that, in bis 
subservience to her, he conducts himself more like a child 
. than a man. Coriolanus appears to be playing a role bis. 
mother has foisted ofr on him. But Shakespeare shows in 
·" 
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a few rare instances what Coriolanus could have'been like 
without his dictatorial parent. 
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ginning of Act One, attests to the importance that Shake-
speare put on the family relations· in the formula.tion of 
. · 73 
Coriolanus I character. In this scene Volumnia indirectly. 
tells the audience much about herself while supplying 
significant background about Coriolanus' childhood. The· 
audience learns that Volumnia values reputation more 
!'.I 
than .she does family aff'ection. It was she who made a 
soldier out- of Marcius, because a son means less to her 
\ 
as a person than He does as an agent for making a good 
l~name. Ever since infancy Volumnia bas been planning her 
son's future: 
if my son were my 
husband, I should freelier rejoice in that 
absence wherein be won honour than in the ,..,.. 
embracements of his bed where he would show 
most love. When yet he was but tender-bodied 
and the only son of my womb ••• I, consider-
ing how honour would become such a person ••• 
was pleased to let him seek danger where he was 
like to find famee To a cruel war I sent him; 
from whence he returned, his brows bound with 
oak. I tell thee.,, daughter, I sprang not more 
in joy at first bearing he was aiman-cbild than 
now in first seeing be bad provea himself a man. {I.iii.2-20) 
Tyrone Guthrie -perspicaciously writ.es, ttHer very .first 
· speech / •• lets us under·stand that the fatherless, only . 
son of such a widow bad no alternative but to ·try to be 
.. -
' 
., 
" 
\ 
/ 
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' 
the kind of man his mother bad determined to make him. 11 74 
Volumnia prizes the rigors of war more than .the . 
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Hear me 
profess sincerely: bad I a dozen sons, each in· my 
lo·ve alike and none less dear than thine and my 
good Marcius, I bad rather had eleven die nobly 
for tbeir,country than one voluptuously surfeit 
out of action. (I.iii.23-27) 
'.1 
Shakespeare never lets the audience forget that Volumnia 
is the force behind Coriolanus• militarism. 75 In addition 
to the instance quoted above, on three other occasions 
Volumnia states this fact: 11 My praises made thee ffiarciui7 
first a soldier" (III.ii.180), "Thou art my warrior; / I 
holp to rrame thee" (V.iii.62-63), and 
Thou hast never in thy life 
Show' d thy dear mother any courtesy, ~ 
Wben she, poor hen, fond of no second brood, 
~ ' Has cluck'd thee to the wars and safely home, ~ 
Leaden with honour. (V.iii.160-164) 
Volumnia is thoroughly ramiliar with Coriolanus' behavior 
on the battlefield. She can picture accurately in her 
. 
mind while sitting at home_; ~ow her son is performing in 
the fray: 
Methinks I hear hither your husband's drum, 
See him pluck Auf'idius down by the b·air, 
As children from a bear, tbe Volsces sbunning bim: 
Methinks I see h.im stamp thus s and call tbu-s: . . 
1 Come on, you cowardst you were got in fear., 
Though you were born in Rome: v bis bloody brow 
With bis mail'd band then wiping, forth he goes, 
Like to a harvest-man that 1 a~task'd to mow 
Or all or lose bis hire. (I.iii.32-40) 
e f: 
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.In the very ne.xt scene Shakespeare shows Coriola~us fight-
' 
ing exactly as she predicted he would (I.iv.30f)~- Shake-
-~ - . - ···- ·- ... -;- _--- . .. . . . .. . ... 
,, . 
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Volumriia is obsessed with her- son's blood and wounds • 
She believes a man bloodstained in battle is beautiful: 
{blooy' more becomes a man 
Than gilt his trophy: the breasts of Hecuba, 
When she did suckle Hector, look'd not lovelier 
'J Than Hector's forehead wben it spit rortb blood 
At Grecian sword, contemning. (I.iii.42-46) 
She is enraptured when she le-arns that her son has felt 
,.I 
the edge or the enemy's sword: 
the gods for •t" {II.i.133). 
"o, be is wounded; I thank 
,J 
Menenius shares ·this blood-
thirstiness: "So do I too • • • the wounds become him" 
(II.i.134-135). ~ Volumnia and M~nenius grotesquely take 
" delight in tabulating the cicatrices on Coriolanus' body • 
. 
They are exuberant that be bas suffered as many as twenty-
seven sword slashes. And Menenius adds proudly that "every 
gash was an enemy's grave" (II.i.159-170). When Menenius 
wants to defend Coriolanus to the tribunes, he speaks of 
the blood Marcius has shed for the country (III.i.299). 
Volumnia is also quick to remind the tribunes of the wounds 
that her son has received serving Rome (IV.'ii.28). 
This highly developed appetite for blood burns in 
Coriolanus' veins. For this reason when blood is mentioned 
in connection with him be takes it as praise (I.v.1$-20). 
He appeals to !~the blood we have shed together" (I.vi.57) 
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to -inspire his troops in combat. He believes it is a sin · 
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to think that .. his men do ,not love the blood· in ·whic.~- -~~.-:.~-~-~:~.:~:~.=-~-==-=~-~=--= .. ~~.~~~:.::.~ .. -~::.~·~:-1 
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.smeared (I. vi. 6 7-69 )-~ And be refers to the blood he· has ... ------·-·-··--·-· .. :. ,! 
shed to justify bis censure of the plebeians (III.i.77-80). [j 
'd -When he meets Aufidius in Antium, be speaks or the blood· 
that be lost for bis thankless country (IV.v.75-76). 
Little wonder that Coriolanus is preoccupied in thoughts 
of blood and turns into a mechanism of destruction with 
... 
the emphasis Volumnia and Rome put on the spilling of 
blood. 
Strangely, however, when others comment on tbe blood 
·be has lost, Coriolanus becomes de.fensive and makes light 
of bis sacrifice (I.ix.13-19,47-48,II.ii.73-74). He dis-
plays the same reticence to· show his wounds or to hear 
them talked or {I.ix.28-29,II.ii.140-143,151-154,II.iii. 
83-84,115-117,III.iii.49-52). Critics most commonly call 
76 Coriolanus' excessive modesty inverted pride. But I do 
not think that this is a satisfactory an~wer. There seems . 
,.::-, 
-to be a deeper, more irrational cause .in his dissatisfac-
tion at bearing his wounds or blood remembered. Cominius 
implies there is a madness in Coriolanus when it comes to 
I 
rejecting praise. The general says that Coriolanus will 
h·ave to b.e manacled because o:f bis violent modesty (I.ix. 
56-58). I think Miss Ellis-Fermor is getting close to the 
· ''-fess.on when she says that Coriolanu_s is rebelling against 
stanQards which disgust him. 77 Coriolanus appears to be 
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. reacting against his mother who values her son only so 
,. 
_________ 1~1? a.~ _ lle ca·n g1atn ·_ tlonor tbrollgtl wq_µ_~d~ arid blood. 'rhe ________________ .. ________ L_ • _________________ _ 
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praise of others is an extension of her praise which 
grieves him: 
my mother 
Who has a charter to extol her blood, 
When she does praise me grieves me. (I.ix.13-15) 
. ~- . t~ ~n episode not found in ~is source, Shakespeare 
provides in Coriolanus' son an analogue or the training 
the rather must have received' as a child. Volumnia 
reports that the young Marcius "had rather see the sword 
and -h"ear the drum, than look upon his schoolmaster" · 
(I.iii.60-61). The boy spends part of a~ afternoon 
J catching and releasing a butter.fly. This pleasant game 
comes to a fierce conclu.sion w,hen the boy, presumably in 
a rage over having stumbled, tears the butterfly to 
shreds. Volumnia identifies the ferocity of the father 
in the child: "One on's .father's moods" .(I.iii.72). 
Valeria quic~ly adds that such cruelty is a mark of 
nobility: "Indeed, la, 1 tis a 1noble child 11 (I.iii. 73). 
To make sure the audience does not miss the point, later, 
when Coriolanus is attacking Rome, Shakespeare uses this 
same image in connection with the father. 
of Marcius, 
Cominius says 
. . . 
- they follow him, 
Against us brats, with no less.confidence 
Than boys pursuing sunnner butterflies, 
Or butchers killing flies. (IV,v.i.92-95) 
" 
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Of t~e young Marci us and the butterfl,y episode, G. Wilson 
bight· says, "This 11 ttle incident ref lee ts well Corio-
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. .. -····-·-Tai.ms I merci.lesS power, his unpi t71ng condemnation of the 
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strengtp misused." Further, the context in which the 
-4' 
story is told leads the audience to believe that Valeria 
and Volumnia approve and foster fhe boy's viciousness·. 
· Not only has Volumnia taught her son to be brutal,. 
she cultivated in him a hate toward the plebeians. Shake-
speare discloses this fact in a speech by Coriolanus .after 
the first altercation with the citizens. Marci us is at 
home and is astounded to find that his mother is not 
happy with the verbal beating that be gave the people • 
... 
He ponders Volumnia's displeasure in the light of what 
she told him previously about the insignificance of the 
people: 
I muse my mother 
Does not approve me further, who was wont 
To call them [jeopl!i/ woollen vassals, things 
created 
To buy and sell with groats, to show bare beads 
In congregations, to yawn, be still and wonder, 
When one but of my ordinance stood up 
To speak of peace or war. (III.ii.7-13) 
-It is clear tbat Coriolanus thinks or the people only in 
the terms his mother has taught him to. For political 
purposes Volumnia would have Coriolanus hide his arrogant 
aristoQratic temper. She has not changed her opinion 
or the 1ower-class. ·rhe people are still the "~eneral 
'\.. 
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louts" (III.1.66) to her, and she still ···has ,a curse for 
- -- - - --- -----.,-------------
them: "Now tbe red pestilence strike all the trades in 'A---------~ ···· -
- - ----- -- ·-- --
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Volumnia's tutoring. Tbey say tbat Coriolanus actually 
. bates his mother, but since he cannot vent bis bate on 
\.,, 
her be transfers it to the people. Rufus Putney writes, 
f 
"ostensibly his anger is directed against the plebeians 
and the roes of Rome, but ••• his rage is displaced from 
a. It 79 its real object, his mother.· This idea is one of the 
more plausible •to be advanced by the psychological critics, 
but the text supports it only circumstantially, not ex-
plicitly. Shakespeare puts nothing directly in the words 
or actions of Coriolanus to prove that he bates his mother. 
. 1'' 
This reading must be inferred from the fact that Coriolanus 
resents his mother's praise a·na from the fact that his 
reverence for Volumnia is belied by its exaggerated quality. 
Coriolanus attempts to please Volumnia at every turn. He 
speaks in exaggerated images that suggest that be con-
siders himself greatly inferior to his mother. When 
Volumnia bows to him in greeting, he compares bimselr to 
a molehill and·ber to Olympus: 
My other bows: As if Olympus to a molehill should 
In supplication nod. (V.iii.29-31) 
. ' 
-- -- - -- . 
When he genuflects berore ber, he wants to Elbow "deep dutytt 
. ) 
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beyond the measure of "common sons" (V.111.5-52). Al-
though Volumnia admits that the duty her son has sh~w~ ___________ _ 
------------·--- --
•, her bas been improper and ~~at she bas neglected· her duty -· _.,, - ·- -·~-~--. ---- --------·-..... 
-----····-···---···------------- --r -knee 1··-·oe·rore··-- t·nee·;··- ·and unprot,erly - - . - - --- - ---·-·· _____ .., _________ -------- ~-------- - -----·--·-
' ' " 
Show duty, as mistaken all this while -
Between the child and parent. ( V. iii .54-56) __ 
Coriolanus cannot comprehend the meaning · of ibis mother I s 
confession. He cannot psychologically free himself from 
his inferior position. He considers himself her "corrected 
son" ( V.111.57). As Volumnia declares, C,oriolanus is 
yoked ci'oser to her than any man in the wor·ld is tied to 
his. mother: "There I s no man in the world / More bound 
to's mother" (V.iii.158-159). 
When a comparison) is made between the small place in 
the story that Plutarch gives Volumnia and the larger an·a 
more influential role Shakespeare provides ror her, the 
dramatist's intentions become evident. o. J. Campbell, 
Bradley, Maccallum, and Bullough all agree that Plutarch 
ascribes Coriolanus' bent for war to an irresistible im.-~ 
pulse of his own nature. But Shakespeare makes Volumnia 
- Bo , the source of his violence. Plutarch says that Corio-
lanus lacked education and consequently became choleric 
(Variorum 622). But as Herman Heuer writes, '~Shakespeare 
shows him .Lcoriolanu!7 r~peatedly as being by no means 
inaccessible to educational influences, particularly these 
81 of his .. mother and his :friends." In Shakespeare's story, 
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Coriolanus receives the wr9ng education. And what 
... 
Volumnia cannot tea.ch ··him to do, she commands him to do 
. -- -·- ··- -- ··-·-
agai.nst his will. 
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this manner Shakespeare shows that Volumnia continues into 
the present her domineering way with ber son. Her influ-
ence perverted bis character as a child, and now that be 
is a man her autho~i tarian p~sonali ty ruins his li.fe and. 
leads him to his death. 
If Coriolanus bad~pot made himself available for the 
- ' consulship, the crisis which precipitated his banishment 
never would have occurred. And Volumnia is to blame for 
82 his candidacy. She is happy that be is wounded in the 
war because it will make him a more attractive nominee 
for the consulship: "there will be large cicatrices to 
. 
show the people when be shall stand for bis place" {II.i. 
163-164). In lines already qu·oted in Ch~pter I, she tells 
-her son that she bas long dreamed of bis gaining the chief 
post in the· state. However, Coriolanus would rather not 
become involved in pol~tics: 
. Know, good mother, I bad rather be their servant in my way 
Than sway with them in theirs. (II.i.218-220) 
But he relents and begins the election process. The result 
' is ·an·unsatisfactory encounter with the ·plebeians in the 
gown ceremony, which makes it possible for the tribunes to 
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per·suade thei citizens t·o reverse their a!'firmative vote. 
-The second instance where Volumnia pushes Coriolanus 
- ---···--- --
.. J., into a situation against his will ends more disastrously. 
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Cominius outlines three alternatives for Coriolanus: 
H' 
he can mois\ilize ·his friends and take·tb• consulship by 
force, he can reappear before the people and appease them, 
\} 
or he can bide from the public until the crisis passes 
(III.ii.93-95). Coriolanus does not want to face the 
people again, but Volumnia, backed by Menenius, insists 
that her son attempt diplomacy. Coriolanus then wavers 
between agreeing to paciry the plebeians and giving up the 
idea of his candidacy. Finally, Volumnia whips him into 
submission: 
To beg of thee, it is my more dishonour 
Than thou of them. Come all to-ruin; let 
Thy mother-rather feel thy pride than fear 
Thy dangerous stoutness, for I mock at death 
With as big heart as thou. Do as thou list. 
Thy valiantness was mine, thou suck'dst it from me·, But owe thy pride thyself. (III.ii.124-130) 
The expression Coriolanus uses when he replies to his 
mother demonstrates that bis reaction is that of a child 
and not of a man. He is painfully aware that bis mother 
/ 
-is chjding him as i.f he:. were still her ):1 ttle boy: 
•• I ( 
Pray, be content: 
Mother, I am going to the market-place; 
. Chide me no more. (III.ii.130-132) · 
Wyndham Lewis says·, "The confrontation of' Coriolanus and 
' 
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' ' ' his·motber; Volumnia, in Act III, scene 2, is the most 
'·-
characteristic of the. piece., and gives the true inter-
I pretation or Coriolanus. He is shown there as a child, 
.... - ··-· . ·- . 
~·- ·------~---dr'illed into a second nature wbieb,he -goes on-mechanically 
---.. ··-···----------------·--· - - ------·-obeying.-- .-- • • Tb-1--s---s-e-e-n-e- between- Coriolanus and bis 
mother is the key to th~ play: it shows Coriolanus as 
·.- ·1 
. 
'{I 
---·- -- . .. . ··- -- - -
-. the rigid· and- hypnotized schoolboy influenced i-n his most 
~ 
susceptible years by a snobbish and violent parent, and 
n83 urged into a course of destruction. • • • 
Tbe seemingly weak, certainly feminine Virgilia again 
proves an effective contrast with her. husband in the 
matter or strength of will. Volumnia tries .to run 
Virgilia's life as she runs Coriolanus' life. But 
l 
Virgilia, unlike -her husband, resists her mother-in-law. 
This I take to be the meaning of the forty-eight line 
episode where Virgilia, against the coercion of Valeria 
and Volumnia, is fai th:ful to her convictions. The two 
older Roman ~atrons demand that Virgilia shall go visiting 
.r' 
with them while Coriolanus is at war. Valeria coaxes and 
Volumnia commands, but Virgilia is adamant (I.iii.76-124). 
Finally, through perserverance Virgilia prevails. Corio-
lanus' pusillanimity before his mother is all the more 
rep~ebensib~e in the light of his wife's resistance. 
( 
The scene between Volumnia and Coriolanus before the 
.. ~--· 
gates ·or. Rome is virtually a duplicate of their meeting 
in Act Three and represents the third occasion where 
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Coriolanus gives in ·~o · his mother. When polemics fail 
to convince Coriolanus not to burn the city, Volumni_a 
.-i~- - . C 
~-- · .. -··-. o: -·· .. ··--·-·---~--------.... -•- __ ag~_}_l.l. cl1 i~-~ s --~ 1~ into obedience. Shakespeare faithf'ully 
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J . . '" :,. · ----·--:·· · · follows Plutarch for Volumnia' s speech, but the playwrigh1i - ----- ·-
-- - .... ---- -------------- -- · ·· · -···ma·kes · one · fundamental addition. · · To the cone lus ion of · · ·· ··---· --.. -- .. ·-------- ------·--
/ 
- Volumnia's oration Shakespeare appends six lines not found 
. 84 
· in or suggested by Plutarch. ·-· These lines express- anger, 
indignation, and defiance: 
Come, let us go: 
This fellow bad a Volscian to his mother; 
His wife is in Corioli and his child 
Like him by chance. Yet give us our dispatch:·· 
I am husb'd until our city be afire, 
And tben I'll speak a little. (V.iii.177-182) 
This abort speech added to Plutarch's account breaks what-
ever resistance that remained in Co~iolanus. His mother's 
threat to disown him as a son cows him. 
This cl.imact-ic scene is often misinterpret.ed, D. A. 
Traversi is one who bas failed to se,e tbe same principle 
working here as in Act Three. He contends that in the 
first instance Coriolanu.sJ submission to his mother is 
unnatural. Tben be says that Coriolanus' obedience in 
the final act is a return to nature. 85 There is essen-
tially no difference between the two in~idents. Both are 
unnatural. Shakespeare ironically puts this truth in 
Coriolanus' words: 
0 mother, mother! 
What have you done? Behold, the heavens do ope,. 
The gods look down, and this unnatural scene 
They laugh at. (V.iii.182-185) 
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N,any critics fail to interpret the second act of submis-
sion as unn~tural, evidently in an attempt to read a 
_bap.py. endi.ng. into ·the play., something Sbfll{espeare never 
· 68 
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86 
"simple human feeling~" -G. Wilso-n Knight believes tba·t · 
Volumnia convinces her - son through a ttmys terious pride-
love., 1187 While Jobn M. Nurry says that it is "domestic 
love." 88 Hardin Craig contends that Coriolanus' mind is 
89 
changed by ttpatriotism as a force of nature," and 
I 
Irving Hibner says that humanity conquers the protago~-
90 
nist. These and other positive forces suggested by 
critics do not describe what is happening. Volumnia 
defeats her son in a battle of wills, and he yields to 
91 
her anger. 
,,. 
Shakespeare uses an acting metapho~ to describe 
Coriolanus' subservience to Volumnia. Shakespeare pic-
tures Coriolanus as an actor playing the role his mother 
· 92 bas cast him in. His violence and his haughtiness are 
a grim act, performed with such diligence that he is in 
danger of actually becoming what he plays at being. But 
Shake.speare allows him a few moments where be impresses 
the audience as being himself. 
\ 
Coriolanus pictures himself as an &C"'tor by means of 
a figure of speech. When he learns that he must face the 
pe·ople in a gown, -he says, "It is a part / That I shall 
blush in acting" (II.ii .148-149). His statement implies 
-
.. 
,, 
f 
> ·. 
that there are some roles he does not blush in acting. 
Coriolanus is ignorant of himself and mistakes the part 
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and baugbtine,ss are natural to him. Shakespeare indi-
cates that Coriolanus is playing at being the man that be 
• 
thinks he is: 
Why do you wish me m!lder? would you have me False to my nature? Rather say I play 
The man I am. (III.11.13-16) 
Coriolanus is striving to be the man that bis mother wants 
him to be. Volumnia says, "You might have been enough tbe 
man you are, / With striving· less to be so" (III.ii.19-20). 
When Volumnia tells Coriolanus to rlatter the rabble, she 
is asking him to play a new part: "To have my praise for_ .. 
this, perform a part/ Thou bast not done before" (III.ii. 
109-110). But Coriolanus does not believe that he can 
switch .from bis .former role: "You bave put me now to such 
a part which never/ I shall discharge to life'' (III.ii. 
104-105). Cominius o:ffers to "prompt" him in the new part. 
After dismissing the emissary Menenius during the beleaguer-
ment of Rome, Coriolanus promises himself and Aufidius that 
he will play tbe role of the hardened soldier and bear no 
more pleas for the ~ity (V.iii.17-19). But when he sees 
bis family, be finds that he cannot go through with· the. 
act: 
Like a dull actor now, I have forgot my part, and I am out, __ Even to a rull disgrace. (V.iii.40-43) 
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. There are, however., a few occasions where Coriolanus 
• 
relaxes and shows bis natural side, the man h~ could have 
· .... been bad be been free -.from· bis-- mother. -~S·hakespea·re pro·-·- - -----.---~------~---. --.·-··--··--- ... , .... · 
vides the first glimpse of th~ natural man .. just prior to 
the Volscian conflict. Marcius ent~~rs· · 11ghtbeartedly into 
a wager with Lartius, and shows that be can be a pleasant· · 
:(:1 and amicable comrade. Each bets his horse, Marci us that 
the fighting has begun, Lartius that it has not. When a 
messenger discloses that Marcius is the loser, he offers 
to buy his steed back. Lartius' reply indicates the con-
geniality between them: "No, I 1 ll nor sell nor give him: 
; 
lend you him r·will / For half a hundred years" (I.iv. 
1-7). Later, after the engagement, Lartius gives Marcius 
tbe horse as a reward. 
The second example of Coriolanus' basic good nature 
comes when he begs Cominius r·or the· release of' an enemy 
captive who treated him kindly in Corioli: 
I sometimes lay here in Corioli . 
At a poor man's house; be used me kindly: 
He cried to me; I saw him prisoner •••• 
I request you 
To give my poor host freedom._ (I.ix·.82-84,86-87) 
After strenuous combat and after refusing praise and 
spoils, it is significant that Shakespeare should have 
.Coriolanus make this compassionate appeal. But what is 
even more striking is how Shakespeare changed his source 
to make Coriolani.fs I petition even more noble-minded and · 
selfless.· In Plutarch the man ror whom the protagonist 
u 
. -.. ~ ... , -... ~.' ' 
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begs release is a wealthy, old friend of Coriolanus. In 
" 
. that account Coriolanus tells Cominius that he does not. 
Shakespeare makes the prisoner a poor man who was not a 
friend or Coriolanus,\ but a stranger who bad befriended 
the hero in his neea. 93 
, . 
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When Coriolanus speaks to his wife, the a·udience once 
again sees the natural, unaffec~ed side of bis personality 
come to the fore. His words to Virgilia are tender and 
sympathetic, almost playful. He greets his wife when be 
returns from war: 
My gracious silence hail! 
Wouldst thou have laugh'd bad I come coffin 1 d home, That weep'st to see me triumph? Ah, my dear, Such eyes the widows in Corioli wear, · 
And mothers that lack sons. (II.i.192-196) 
In Act Five be calls Virgilia "Best of my flesh.," and 
welcomes ber with deep emotion: 
O, a kiss Long as my exile, sweet as my revenget 
I carried from thee, dear; and my true lip 
Hath virgin'd it e'er since. (V.iii.44-48) 
Shakespeare gives Corio~anus an entire scene where the 
warrior relaxes before the audience's eyes and exposes 
bis soft side. It occurs when be is leaving Rome to go 
into exile. He confronts his disconsolate mother in a. 
manner that for once raises him above her. He speaks to 
'\ M9nenius with affection.- His speeches ·show the delicacy 
and simplicity of his momentary naturalness: 
, 
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What., what, wbatl 1
·r· shall be loved when I am lack' d. Nay, mother 
------------ ' - --- - -
Resume that spirit, when you were wont to say, 
If you had been the wife of Hercules, 
, Six of his. la[)oupij you I ld have done, ... and sav-ed -~----·-·--:··-·····-···-····'·--J----·v--·-----···----. _ __,,,"'"": .......... -:-. ___ :...,,.,, . .·-----------·-··your ·husband so much sweat o Cominius, ··· · · 
1. . Droop not; adieuo Farewells~ wife, my mother: 
/. I'll do well yeto Thou old and true Menenius, 
' . Thy tears are salter than a younger man's, 
·- ,--. " : . ~-·· ' ' -~ ·- . 
And venomous to thine eyeso My sometime general, 
I have seen thee stern~ and thou hast oft beheld 
Heart-hardening spectacles; tell these sad women 
'Tis rond to wail inevitable str6kes, 
. ·- - ' - ~ .. · .. _ - - ---·-
:_ .. 
:~: 
and; 
As 1 tis to laugh at 'em. (IV.i.13-27) 
Come, my sweet wife, my dearest mother, and 
My friends of noble touch, when I am forth, 
Bi1d me farewell, and smile. (IV.i.48-50) 
Finalry, the audience hears Coriolanus speak with 
great fondness about Menenius who came to the Volscian 
camp pleading for Rome's safety. -In bis remarks to 
Aufidius, Coriolanus gives a small indication of the 
tenderness that he has in him and of the softheartedness 
a father, such as Menenius, could have drawn out of him: 
.. 
This last old man, 
Whom with crijck'd heart I have sent to Rome, 
Loved me above the measure of a father; 
Nay, godded me, indeedo Their latest refuge 
Was to send him; for whose old love I have, 
Though I sbow 1 d sourly to him, once more offer'd 
The first conditions, ·which they did refuse 
And cannot now accept; to grace him only . 
That thought he eould do more •••• (V.iii.8-16) 
, 
Shakespeare, then, describes Coriolanus as a son domi-
nated by bis mother. She is responsible for his savagery 
and ba:ughtiness. Yet, the dramatist does reveal a sympa-
thetic side of the hero, the picture of a man who was cape-
I 
·.~ 
... ble of comradeship, mercy, af.fection, and understanding. 
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Shakespeare makes Coriolanus a triple victim. 95 
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96 fice him. Ignorant of himself and the world around him,. -
I • 
be becomes the scapegoat for these three forces. His 
loyalty is not to a high standard of personal integrity 
- .. 97 . 
or honesty. His loyalty is to his mother, who betrays 
,-
him aijd makes it possible for the patricians, the tribunes, 
- 98 and Aufidius to betray him. He dies unenlightened and 
u·nrede emed. 
Shakespeare portrays Coriolanus as a character with 
great abilities. However, Coriolanus never serves himself 
with these abilities; rather, his talents are put to the 
service or others. Volumnia makes a puppet out of him. 
She turns him into a bloodthirsty soldier.and moulds him 
into the scourge of the plebeians. When she tries ·to make 
a politi~ian out of' him, she fails, not because she has 
lost her power to control him nor because be is exer-
cising free will, but because he is psychologically unable 
to discard his old way of thinking bis mother bas taught 
99 him and take up her new way. The ~patricians abet 
Volumnia in/the exploitation of Coriolanus. They en-
courage his violence and applaud bis arrogance. They also 
/ support Volumnia's attempt to involve him in the Roman. 
p 
r.. 
• political chicanery •. The tribunes step in and victimize 
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him when the efforts of his mother and bis peers [!to use 
( him are unsuccessf.~l. Through lies and deceit they run 
( ' 
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who hoodwinks the exile into serving him. Then, after 
Coriolanus is duped once more by Volumnie into sparing 
Rome and when he is no longer useful to anyone, he is put 
- - . ...... -
to the sword. W. I. Carr shows insight into Coriolanus• 
condition· when be writes that Coriolanus 11 is the scape-
goat for the terrible deficiencies of his training, and 
bis exile and murder have almost the quality of ritual. 
What we see is a man compelled to suffer the guilty re-
sponsibilities of his society; a victim denied even 
partial understanding or what is happening by those very 
qualities of bebaviour which his class imposed and which 
100 gave him the stature he had in Rome." 
Out of bis sacrificial experience Coriolanus learns 
101 
nothing. He remains immature and childlike to his 
death. Aufidius, like Brutus and Sicinius before him 
(III.i.16lf,III.iii.163f), taunts Coriolanus by calling 
him a traitor (V.vi.84-86). To this jeer Au.fidius adds· 
the appropriate epithet, "boy of tears." Coriolanus' 
reaction is similar to the outburst that the tribunes 
craftily evoked from him. He responds with virulence and· . 
rancor: 
Measureless liar, thou bast made my heart 
T6o great for what contains it. Boyl O slavet ••• 
Your judg.ements, my grave lords, 
I •• 
,• 
I I • 
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and:. 
. ,J4· 
Must give this cur the lie: and his own notion--
Who wears my stripes 1mpress 1 d upon him; that 
Must bear my beating to bis grave--shall join 
To thrust the lie unto him. (V.vi.104~110) 
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· ·cut me to pieces, Volsces; men and. lads.,· 
Stain all your edges on me. Boyt false hound! 
Ir you have writ your annals true, 'tis there, 
That, like an eagle in a ·aove~cote, I 
Flutter 1 d your Volscians in Corioli: 
Alone I did it. Boy! (V.v1~112-117) 
The- gibe 11 boy~ especially agitates\. Coriolanus. He repeats 
the insult three times. Coriolanus erupts just as Aufidius 
planned and hoped he would. The Volscian general thus 
--------·····-··--·-----. -~ . ·.-- ·-·---···-·--······-· ·- .... 
sets the vulnerable Roman up for the kill. 
In Plutarch, Coriolanus is not given a chance to 
.. 
answer Auridius' charges because the conspirators are 
. . . . - ~ 
.I 
Li 
a.fraid that be will acquit hi_mself ( Variorum 644 )-. - But- · ·- -· · -·· -
·'..·. 
·I. 
Shakespeare gives Coriolanus an opportunity to reply. It 
is clear that Shakespeare varies from his source to inform 
the audience that Coriolanus remains unchanged in the 
course __ o.r tbe play. 102 
Thus, to the closing speech the spectator or reader is 
struck by the disturbing ambivalence of the play. Through-
out Shakespeare presents dual, opposing impressions or 
valuations of the'protagonist and his society. The pre-
~ 
·-· dominant impression is an honorific one, but along with it 
.. 
runs ap. subtly hidden but relentlessly purs-µed scent of 
moral corruption. Coriolanus and Rome appear at one and 
tbe same time noble and base, exalte~and belittled. 
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Shakespeare's World .. of Images, p. 2.53., writes: "the cun-
ning tribunes are surely wrong in their analysis ••• 
their motive-bunting reveals only their own foxsbips." 
But John Palmer, Political Characters of Shakespeare 
(L-ondon, 1949), p. 260, de.fends the tribunes: 11 Essent1ally 
the tribunes are right. ti • • • 
16Palmer, Political Characters, p. 274, admits in this 
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(London, 1956)., p. 19, suggests this reading: "this is 
sheer.self-delusion." Matthew Proser, The Heroic Image 
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~·ays of Volumnia I s claim, "Coriolanus I pride may not 
derive completely from bis mother, but she is certainly 
involved in 1 t. tt 
.. 
18B. H. Kembell-Cook, ed. The New Clarendon Shake-
speare:' Coriolanus (Oxford, Eng., 1954) !) Po 203, writes . 
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that Shakespeare "sacrifices psychological ·Consistency to 
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· dramatic effect in making Aufidius welcome with romantic 
·- --·-· 
chivalry the enemy be bas sworn to 1 potcb at some way•." 
John Middleton Murry, John Clare and Other Studies (New 
York, 1950), p. 224, says: "Au.fidius is the weak point of -
the play." Bradley, Miscellapy, p. 97, agrees: "The draw-
ing of the character of Aufidius seems to me by far the 
weakest spot in the drama." 
' 
l9Harley Granville-Barker, Prefaces to Shakespeare, II ,. 
(Princeton, 1947), p. 276, misses the point. He concludes, 
11Auf'idius adds in all sincerity" this eulogy. 
20 Clarendon Shakespeare, p. 217. A. P. Rossiter, 
Angel with Horns (London, 1961), p. 238, also rails to see 
the relevance of the last speeches. He writes, "The con-
clusion or C6riolanus is ••• flat, hurried, twisted off 
-and depressing." However, Stop.ford A. Brooke, On Ten Plays 
~ Shakespeare (New York, 1905), p. 244, bas interpreted 
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:' the conclusion corr~ctly. He say.{I that Aufi.dius "has sated 
bis hatred ,and envy, and. thinks 1 t poli t_ic to seem sorry. 
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' Design of Shake.spearian Tragedy (Toronto, 1957), p. 111, 
makes the same point: ttcoriolanus' murder has been the 
unexpected coup or a political cabal, of Aufidius' military· 
faction. 11 
21 ~ Matthew Proser, "-Coriolanus: The Constant Warrior 
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view of Coriolanus: "Coriolanus is a play which maintains 
more or less one constant image of its hero •••• Our 
vision of the protagonist is unrelentingly singular." 
· 
22
"Another World of Shakespeare," MP, XLIX (1951), 
-
59-6-0. 
23Shakespeare and the Craft of Tragedx (Cambridge, 
Mass., 1960), p. 196. 
24scholars are in general agreement that the stage-
directions are Shakespeare's. ( Granville-Barker, Prefaces, 
p. 295, says that the stage-directions "are among the 
play' s most notable features." J. Dover Wilson, The 
Tragedi Qf Coriolanu~ (Cambridge, Eng., 1960), p. 137, has 
.~. 
, suggested that there is the "possibility that the prompter 
or book-holder might jot down supplementary or alternative 
stage-directions in the margin or the author's foul papers." 
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Wilson mentions two· possibilities.~ this kind in Cori·o-
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. ,.,. Nicholas Frank Politi, son o:f Edile F. ·and Henrietta 
Smith.Politi, was born August 17, 1940, in Bethlehem, 
·· Pennsylvania. Educated in the Bethlehem pub~ic school 
. . 
system, he w~s graduated from Liberty High School in 
-· 
June, 1958. He received_ a .. bachelor of arts degree from 
.Eastern Nazarene College, Quincy, Massachusetts, on 
June 4, 1962. After a year of _travel in Europe, which 
included a semester of study at tbe University of 
Frankfurt, Germany, be began graduate work in the 
department of English at Lehigh in September, 1963. His 
study was interrupted by induction into the United States 
Army between July, 1964, and May, 1966. He worked as a 
reporter for the Bethlehem Globe-Times from Septembe·r, 
1966, to· June, 1967. He is presently an instructor of 
English in the surmner school at the Allentown Center 
of the Pennsylvania State University • 
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